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PROBLEMS OF SYNCHRONIZATION OF DBS SCRAMBLING SYSTE~lS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

It is ",idely assumed (and increasingly practised) that 
television signals transmitted via satellites will be 
scrambled so that reception of the signals by 
unauthorized ground stations will be to no avail. 
This ",ill be essential for the economic viability of 
direct (to subscriber) satellite broadcast when low-cost 
TVRO's are readily available and installed in very large 
numbers. 

The technology exists to deny access to intelligible 
television to eavesdroppers of almost any level of 
sophistication, and several scrambling schemes are in 
operation on cable-TV and off-air broadcast systems. 
Scrambling is also used for the secure delivery of 
television from a "packager" to a cable head-end for 
redistribution. In the latter case, the supplier and 
the distributor can co-operate to exclude others from 
obtaining useable material. They can use relatively 
expensive equipment that can be physically protected, 
and can communicate about the scrambling technique over 
secure cllCinnel s tl,at are not easily available to even 
determined and malicious eavesdroppers. As well, the 
cable-TV distributor already has the cable which can 
provide two-way communications with subscribers' 
premises. 

The satellite broadcaster, ,,,hose signal may COVer a 
large part of the country, cannot assume successful 
cooperation on the part of hundreds of thousands of 
subscribers; cannot count on non-broadcast, two-way 
communication to their premises; and, in fact, seems 
constrained to count only upon the one-way satellite 
channel into the subscriber's location. This channel 
must carryall of the information required to control 
accesS to particular channels and to descramble them. 
The only other contact the DBS operator has with 
subscribers is when the descrambler is installed or 
commissioned, and when a bill is paid. 

The DBS environment, then, may be viewed from the 
subscriber location point-of-view as a TVRO receiving 
several channels of scrambled television, each of which 
contains the information required to descramble it (over 
and above any that might be stored in the descrambler), 
and a descrambler, which is supplied and controlled by 
the broadcaster. 
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An implication of one-way control and lack of timely 
physical access to the subscriber, is that every 
unauthorized receiver must be de-authorized as quickly 
as possible. One way to achieve this is to authorize 
all bona fide subscribers on a regular and periodic 
basis, by broadcasting specific authorization to each 
and everyone of them. Those descramblers not 
positively re-authorized within a reasonable number of 
authorization cycles would automatically time-out and 
require special action to be reactivated. The time-out 
period should be long enough not to inconvenience 
legitimate subscribers who may have missed 
re-authorization wl1ile channel switching or due to 
momentary power loss, or transmission errors. On the 
other hand, the period must be short enough to deny 
useful viewing times to users of stolen or counterfeit 
descramblers. Of course, direct de-authorization may be 
carried out on a pre-emptive, priority basis as well. 

CONSIDERATION OF THE ADDRESSING AND AUTHORIZATION 
REQUIREMENTS INDICATES THAT DIGITAL INFORMATION MUST 
BE CARRIED AND IT (PROBABLY) MUST BE CARRIED ON ALL 
CHANNELS - A SEPARATE CHANNEL WOULD MEAN A SEPARATE 
RECEIVER WHICH \WULD MEAN EXTRA COST. SINCE THE 
INFORMATION CONTROLS THE DESCRAMBLER IT MUST BE 
RECOVERABLE \lITHOUT DESCRAl1BLING THE TELEVISION 
SIGNAL (EVEN THOUGH IT COULD BE ENCRYPTED). 

The components of the received signal on a DBS channel 
may be assumed to be scrambled video and/or audio; 
addressing and authorization data; and descrambling 
information. The descrambling information contains the 
critical elements to re-construct and synchronize chroma 
demodulation, raster display, data demodulation, 
luminance descrambling, and audio decryption as 
required. 

In an earlier report on the economic, policy, and 
technical aspects of DBS systems (Ref. 1) attention was 
drawn to the problem of synchronizing the various signal 
formats likely to be used in DBS Scrambling Systems. At 
the time it was noted that synchronization is a critical 
element in any communications system carrying encoded 
information. In this context even a normal television 
signal carries encoded information because it contains 
the synchronization signals; however scrambled 
television signals, because they are further 
manipulated, usually by a sequence of operations, 
require another layer of reliable sychronization. In 
addition, if the manipUlation is carried out upon 
digitized signals the precision with which 
synchronization must be established is increased, and 
the reliability of successful performance will decrease 
unless compensating improvements are made to the 
transmission system. 
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It was noted .in Ref. 1 that the state of the art in 
television scrambling was advancing rapidly as more 
canpanies entered the field in anticipation of lucrative 
markcts for secure, low cost, scrambling systems. This 
state of affairs is still very much in existence a year 
later. To add to the problem it is apparent that some 
scrambling systems being considered for satellite use 
will create problems in a DBS system because they are 
being developed and tested for ot.1)er conununications 
channels, for example, cable tel.evision service. 
Attempts to operate through a sat.ellite network into low 
cost television receive-only terminals (TVRO's) have 
already presented unanticipated problems. The purpose 
of the current study therefore is to re-examine 
scrambling technology in a number of DBS network 
configurations em~lasizing the merits or deficiencies of 
particular synchronization requirements in a DBS 
envirorlli1ent. 

1.2 Study Methodology 

The Statement of 110rk calls for an investigation of 
synchronization problems in a number of uplink 
situations. Specific potential problems to be addressed 
were sync update rate, sync susceptiblity in a multiple 
channel environment, multi-point and transportable 
encoding. The limiting parameters for reliable 
synchronization in a one way broadcast with varying 
pathlengths and in systems with subscriber addressing 
and tiering were to be eXillnined. A preferred 
synchronization scheme was to be identified. 

The methodology employed in the study was conventional 
assemble a set of findings, analyse them, draw 
conclusions and make recommendations. The findings were 
accomplished through a review of the earlier study 
reports, reviews of literature provided by current and 
future scrambler suppliers, visits to local suppliers of 
video processing equipment, in particular equipment used 
to resynchronize television signals from diverse sources 
for broadcast, a literature search into synchronizing 
techniques for digital signals, especially 
burst signals, and discussions with Telesat Canada and 
with the Department of Communications regarding 
interference levels anticipated for DBS or DBS type 
systems. 

In addition to the foregoing, several visits were made 
to Canadian Satellite Communications, "CANCOM" , to 
review the performance of the OAK ORION Scrambling 
System which CANCOM has purchased for its satellite 
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distribution network. The latter visits were 
particularly helpful in elucidating some of the 
real-life synchronising problems being encountered in an 
operating system. 

1.3 Form of Final Report 

This final report is divided into several principal 
sections beginning with this introduction. 

Section 2 is a general discussion of synchronization as 
it applies to DBS systems. Section 3 is a review of the 
problems in a variety of network configurations. It 
also describes and analyses the communications channel 
tl1rough which scrambled signals will be sent. Section 4 
is a review and an update of the candidate scrambling 
systems identified in earlier reports. Section 5 
provides a discussion of the unique synchronizing 
requirements for a number of candidate systems. The 
second purpose of this section is to identify the 
critical transmission features of the DBS channel. 
Section 6 contains the conclusions regarding 
synchronization schemes. Section 7 is the final section 
of the report and contains the reconmendations. 

1.4 Study Limitations 

It is characteristic of scrambling systems that internal 
features of tl1e system remain secret to all except a 
small number of individuals who develop and service the 
systems. Accordingly, the statements in this report 
regarding the detailed format of scrambled systems are 
sometimes hypothetical, representing best engineering 
judgement of a reasonable method of implementing a 
particular scrambling concept. This proviso is noted 
for completeness, but it is not seen as a limitation on 
the validity of the results. The variety of 
synchronization schemes examined includes most known 
practical met110ds of synchronizing signals for 
transmission through communications systems. Internal 
subtleties therefore rank as second-order in terms of 
tl1e synchronization problems. 
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2 . SYNCHRONIZATION 

2. 1 Definition 

Synchronization is the process ,.,hich determines the time 
of occurrence (or phase) of various, or all, of the 
parts of the signals in a comr:lunications system. 
Synchronization is required at many different levels 
that span a wide range of time scales; each ,,,ith 
different requirements for precision. Synchronization 
may be achieved by the use of local time references at 
the receive end of a system; by observation of the 
received information signal; or by reception of 
specifically transmitted synchronization information. 

Synchronization may be required before demodulation 
to either implement or improve the extraction of 
information from a moduJ.atect carrier, or after 
demodulation - to extract information from the 
demodulated signal. 

A colour television signal is highly synchronized, with 
a large fraction of its transmitted energy devoted to 
raster synchronization, and with information transmitted 
on each and every line to provide a phase reference for 
coherent chrominance demodulation. In this section we 
review synchronizing schemes in conventional and 
scrambled TV underlining the fact that if the 
conventional television signal is severely modified 
during scrambling, and the fraction of transmitted 
energy devoted to sync is reduced, received signals will 
have to be of higher quality and sophisticated signal 
processing electronics will have to be used to 
faithfully restore high fidelity images and sound. 

2. 2 Conventional NTSC Colour Television 

Conventional NTSC colour television signals consist of 
three separate frequency-multiplexed signals: 
chrominance, luminance and sound; and three 
time-multiplexed synchronization signals: vertical and 
horizontal start-of-sweep pulses and the colour 
subcarrier phase-locking burst. In a colour television 
receiver these six signals, as they appear at the output 
of the demodulator in the receiver, are combined to 
re-create the scene originally viewed by the colour 
television camera. All three time - multiplexed sync 
signals have exact, well-defined waveforms; and the 
definitions are standardized, and readily available. 
Details of shape, amplitude and timing are illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

The luminance, or brightness information, is carried as 
Vestigal Sideband Ampl i tude ~lodulation (VSB) on the 
picture carrier. 
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Tl1e chrominance, or colour , information is represented 
by two colour difference signals transmitted in 
quadrature on a colour subcarrier, whose frequency is 
3.58 MHz ahove the picture carrier. One of the colour 
components, the Q, has symmetrical sidebands whereas VSB 
is used to restrict the other, or I, component. 

The audio signal is carried as frequency modulation (FM) 
on an audio carrier whose frequency is 4. 50 ~lHz above 
the picture carrier. 

Horizontal sync pulses, as s110vm in Figure 1, may be 
extracteo directly from the composite colour video 
signal by clipping. Note that these pulses occupy about 
16% of each line and are transmitted at from two to 
three times the average picture level. Note also that 
in the NTSC modulation standard - vestigial sideband 
amplitude moduJ_ation - maximum RF carrier occurs during 
the horizontal and vertical sync pulses. 

Horizontal sync pulses must be detected simply, and 
reliably, hence they contain a substantial fraction of 
the transmitted energy. The reason is fairly obvious: 
the signals were designed to ensure the reliable 
operation of receivers in the 1940's (the NTSC 
"compatible" colour standard was not adopted until 
1953). Modern receivers could synchronize wi t.h a much 
smaller fraction of the energy, given the input 
signal-to-noise ratios most TV sets are expected to 
operate with. Horizontal sync is very accurate because 
it is established from the leading edge of a steep 
pulse. This leading edge is specified to take no longer 
than 250 nsec to change from the 10% to the 90% level 
and vice-versa. Typically the rise and fall time is in 
the order of 50% of the maximum time allowed. 

Vertical synchronization is derived from a pattern of 
wide pulses at the horizontal rate at the beginning of 
each field. Usually a capacitor charging above a 
threshold establishes the exact timing. Vertical 
synchronization is much less precise than horizontal, 
and it is a rare TV receiver that has accurate 
interleaving of the alternate fields. This compromise 
is intentional in the NTSC standard because slight 
vertical displacement of horizontal lines is not as 
perceptible to the viewer as lateral displacement caused 
by offsets or jitter on the horizontal sync. 

The vertical sync is less robust than that of the 
horizontal, it is more vulnerable to noise, and there is 
a relatively long time between vertical sync pulses. 
Hence the vie'ver is aware of missed vertical 
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synchronization. Homentary or transient problems during 
a horizontal line can be corrected on the next line 
since each carries both horizontal sync and colour 
burst. 

Some television systems depend upon extraction of frame 
synchronization a Those with specific information in one 
field and not another, such as field mnltiplex systems 
for instance, require the identification of field 1 and 
field 2. Frame synchronization requires a detailed 
examination of the equalizing and vertical sync pulses. 
Better signal quality is required to extract it 
reliably, compared to horizontal and vertical sync. 

The third sync signal in an NTSC colour signal relates 
to the colour subcarrier. Since quadrature multiplexing 
is used in the colour signal, it must be demodulated 
synchronously. It is essential that the local 
oscillator in the synchronous detector in the receiver 
be exactly in phase and frequency with the transmitter. 
This is accomplished by sending eight cycles - the 
'colour burst' - of the colour carrier during the 
blanking interval following ~,e horizontal sync pulse, 
i . e. on the 'back porch'. 

In the receiver the colour burst time-of-arrival is 
anticipated by the horizontal sync pulse "ihich opens a 
gate to the colour oscillator circuits. The gated 
colour-burst corrects the phase of the local oscillator, 
Or excites a narrow band high-Q filter, to produce a 
local reference carrier for the synchronous demodulator. 
The exact phase relationship must be maintained between 
transmitter and receiver for successful operation of the 
quadrature multiplexing. If the receiver oscillator is 
not in correct phase, or if differential phase errors 
occur in transmission (or in video recording) a 
distortion in the hue results. 

The stability of the colour carrier frequency is very 
carefully controlled, particularly over one line. 
Broadcast station tolerances for the 3.579545 MHz 
frequency are ±O.00031 or about l/IOOOth of a cycle over 
a horizontal line. 

Conventional television usually works very well, as far 
as raster synchronization is concerned. As noted 
earlier, there is so much energy in the raster 
synchronization signals that receivers will lock when 
there is almost no discernible image. Colour 
reproduction on the other hand requires relatively good 
signals; degradation in colour fidelity often being the 
first indication of impairment. 
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Scrambled Television Via Direct Broadcast 
Satell1te 

Control Signals 

As a general principle the added complexity of 
scrambling in a DBS environment means that control 
information must be delivered faithfully to each decoder 
to authorize (or de-authorize) reception of specific 
scrambled program material and, once authorized, to 
unscramble -Lhe program. This reqllirement is common of 
course to all scrambling systems but the method of 
delivery of the control signals can vary. For the 
purposes of this study, delivery of authorization is 
assumed to be by electronic means, using the television 
program channel itself. Delivery of authorization and 
tier control messages by, for example, mal1ual switching 
in a subscribers' decoder, though perfectly acceptable 
in many cases, is not feasible in a DBS system. 
Delivery of the actual unscrambling control signal must 
be done in real-time, electronically, because in some 
scrambling systems each line and frame of a TV scene 
constitutes a differently-coded signal. Controlling 
decoders thus comprises two sequential operations: (i) 
transmission of digital address and control signals from 
time to time, to open or close total, or tier, 
authorization gates, (ii) continuous transmission of 
digital signals to control the decoding of the scrambled 
voice and picture signals and, if needed, re-create the 
sync for the s;veep circuits in the television receiver. 
Depending on the system concept, the first part of this 
2-part sequence may occur several times a minute, or it 
may be repeated only "'hen a change is required. The 
same can hold true for the second, the actual scrambling 
part. 

2.3.2 Categorization of Scrambling Sequence 
and Associated Synchronization 

There is a wide variety of scrambling techniques, and 
they may be classified in a number of ways. Scrambling 
may be classified in terms of the order in which the 
various techniques are applied (to the signal), at what 
rate, and how the receiver is informed of the order and 
rate; in other words, in terms of the scrambling 
sequence used. 

With reference to Figure 2, it can be seen that the time 
scales involved vary from virtually forever with a fixed 
method (e.g. video inversion) down to the duration of a 
single pixel with full digital encryption. In the 
figure, video scrambling is further divided into two 
categories: these which involve delaying the signals 
during scrambling/descrambling, and those which do not. 
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The delayless processing methods include: 

a) a fixed metl10d (which could be changed on 
special command)i 

b) a fixed, pre-arranged sequence of scrambling 
methods, processing the signal on a 
frame-by-frame, field-by-field, or line-by-line 
basis; 

c) a variable sequence, operating on the signal as 
in b), but not prearranged. 

Methods requiring signal buffers and delay include: 

d) line manipUlation techniques in which 
i) entire lines are shuffled; or 
ii) the starting point of each line is 

varied (dicing); and 

e) pixel manipUlation techniques. 

Method d) can include field and frame manipulation 
techniques. The scrambler output signal is assumed to 
be analog, even though digital signal processing may 
have been used. 

Method e) includes pixel shuffling and encryption, and 
either (re-constituted) analog output or digital bit 
stream output. 

Synchronization may be achieved as follows. 

a) \~i th a fixed method, the method being used can 
be broadcast frequently and a simple switch set 
at each receiver. 

b) With a pre-arranged sequence, the starting time 
or the state of the sequence generator may be 
transmitted. 

c) With a variable sequence it may: 

i) be generated at the subscriber location if, 
in fact, it is a pseudo-random sequence, by 
transmitting generator state data; or 

ii) be transmitted with the scrambled signal 
if it is a "one-time pad" type of sequence. 

d) With line manipUlation either of b) or c) might 
apply. 
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e) with pixel manipulation, shuffling order would 
probably be pre-determined or controlled by a 
simple algorithm; pixel-by-pixel encryption, on 
the otl"cr hand, would require a keystream 
generator at the receiver and the transmission 
of state information to it. 

Note that any information transmitted may be encrypted, 
~lether it is addressing/control, digital audio, or key 
stream generator data. It is assumed that a 
self-synchronizing data-strellm encrypt jon process would 
be used. As described in Refs. 12 and 21, it is 
relatively simple to construct such a system from Data 
Encryption Standard (DES) devices, as shown in Figure 3. 
Transmission errors in the encrypted data can cause a 
string of errors in the decrypted data, but systems in 
which errors do not propagate require keystream 
synchronization to the exact bit. 

In certain uplink/downlink configurations there may be a 
supplementary requirement to control and synChronize 
slave encoders at remote uplink sites, because scrambled 
signals arriving at a remote re-broadcast site may have 
to be re-synchronized to local signals or vice versa. 
Typical requirements might be local insertion of 
programming I added -tier-ing I local scrambl ing, local 
insertion of data into the Vertical Blanking Interval 
(VBI), Or local insertion Or substitution of another 
audio channel. 

2.3.3 Addressing and Tiering Control 

A DBS system is eventually seen as serving 1n the order 
of 106 or more subscribers. Reliable, individual, 
addressing and tier control in a dynamic operating 
environment, with subscribers in these numbers, becomes 
a formioable problem. Indeed, should the actual 
scrambling technique eventually chosen for DBS be 
relatively simple, the address/tier control subsystem 
may well turn out to be the dominant problem. The basis 
of the problem is simply the high bit rates needed to 
address sequentially such a large population of DBS 
subscribers in a short cycle time. In a later section 
it is noted that long delays between authorization or 
tier change will probably be unacceptable in a mature 
DBS system. It follows that the bit rate must be high. 
In Section 3.6, the calculations indicate a requirement 
for megabit rates for operationally effective address 
and tier control. 
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2.4 Synchronization Factors In Scrambled Television 

In this study the following assumptions were made in 
relation to the DBS system: 

(i) Authorization/control information is transmitted on 
all channels at all times. Therefore there must 
either be: 

a single uplink; or 
communications from a central (subscriber 
registry) to every uplink: 

to relay information, or 
maintain local data bases. 

(ii) Operational and subscriber reaction/tolerance times 
dictate the time scales for authorization and 
descrambling. Channel-hopping at a subscriber 
location requires clear, synchronized signals (or 
II access-denied 'I indica t_ion) wi thin a very few 
seconds or even within a few frames. 

Questions that relate to synchronization of TV 
descralnblers may be sUTnmari_zed as follows: 

1) what signals, or portions thereof, are scrambled 
and/or encrypted; 

2) what information is being carried on each channel; 

3) how can such information be transmitted; 

4) what synchronization is required, and what are the 
time scales; and 

5) where can synchronization problems arise? 

2.4. 1 Vlhat SignalS, or Portions Thereof, are 
Scrambled and/or Encrypted 

As discussed above, the normal television signal has two 
parts: video and audio. The video part has two 
sub-parts: picture information and synchronization. 
The picture information has two parts: brightness 
(luminance) and colour (chrominance). The colour 
information has two components: the I (in-phase) and Q 
(quadrature) components. 
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}\.ny one, or more, of these parts and sub-parts may be 
scrambled or encrypted. 

The scrambling may be introduced in a fixed manner, as 
for example by inverting the luminance signal and 
leaving it that way; or dynamically, by inverting the 
luminance on any given line in a pseudo-random fashion. 
Scrambling may merely inconvenience the technically 
sophi stica ted vi o\..;er * At thG other extreme, scrambling 
may hide the information from even the most versatile 
eavesdropper since the scrambling pattern may be derived 
from a keystream generated by a crytographically secure 
device. Thus, scrambling can be considered as an 
encryption/decryption process. 

Let us consioer the various ways in which the television 
signal can be scrambled. Scramblers embodying most of 
these were described in previous reports. 

1\udio 

Analog encryption techni.ques have been used in speech 
scramblers for telephone calls for fifty years or mOre. 
These devices have tended to be analog devices which 
typically distort the audio signal by such operations as 
inverting its spectrum (replacing low frequencies with 
l1igh, and vice-versa). Digital techniques are also used 
to implement what is sometimes called "analog 
encryption". The clear signal is sampled and digitized; 
the digital samples may be simply re-ordered, or may be 
combined with a pseudo-random keystream; and the samples 
are converted back to an analog signal, ostensibly 
occupying the same bandwidth. 

Analog encryption is fraught with problems caused by the 
redundancies of speech, the difficulties of precisely 
reconstructing a bandlimited analog signal from its 
samples; the distortions and noise encountered in 
transmission; and, in the case of sample-by-sample 
encryption, the necessity for synchronization of the 
sampling clocks at the transmitter and receiver. These 
problems are discussed in more detail in Appendix A; 
but, in general, the performance of analog scramblers as 
a function of signal-to-noise and channel distortion 
(inters~bol interference) is very difficult to assess, 
and usually requires subjective testing in any actual 
situation. 

Digital encryption of audio can be achieved very 
successfully if enough bandwidth is available to 
transmit the encoded digital samples as a digital stream 
without reconversion to analog (except in the modems, of 
course). For the 15 kHz audio signals in television 
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approximately 300 kilobits/second would have to be 
transmitted, and many would argue Ulat for high fidelity 
as many as 500 kilobits/second should be used. Ho'vever, 
in this all-digital environment, the problems are the 
classic encryption problems of c1100sing codes, 
d istr ibuting keys, and syncl1roni. zing the keystream 
generators at each end of the link. These problems are 
normally well-understood and the performance of data 
communications sys-t:..ems may be calculated fairly 
accurately. Ilowever, data transmission in television 
channels depends on the characteristics of the complete 
video channel. These characteristics are often not well 
knovffi, and thus the channel is difficult to analyze. 

Judging by the number of commercial scrambling systems 
in ~lich the audio is transmitted as an encrypted 
digital bit-stream it appears reasonable to aSSUDe that 
the audio portion of the television signal will be 
transmitted as a data signal. Just how and where it is 
transmitted is still a variable however. 

Video 

The video portion of the television signal can be 
scrambled in a number of ways as described in previous 
reports. These techniques include: 

1) masking the true video with corruption by a 
removable jaQming signal; 

2) manipulation of the analog signal on a line-by-line 
basis through video inversion, removal of the sync 
signalS, or line dicing; 

3) scrambling the order in which various lines or 
fields are transmitted; 

4) scrambling the order in which the pixels of a 
sampled television signal are transmitted; 

5) encrypting the samples of a digitized video signal, 
and transmitting them as reconstituted analog or as 
data. 

It is possible to scrilluble the entire video signal or 
any of its components; and to do this over the entire 
raster, or only over the visible portion of each line 
leaving the vertical retrace interval and/or the 
horizontal sync pulses clear. 
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2.4.2 What Information is Carried 

The information carried with the television signal, 
scrdmbled or flot, must incillde lurninance and colour 
inforInation; audio; raster synchrollization; addressing, 
cOlltrol and descrambling information. 

Tlle scrambling information lllat is carried along with 
the transmitted signal depends, of course, to a large 
extent on the scrambling metl10d that is being used. If 
the normal raster synchronizCl.tion has been removed, it 
must be derivable from some other part of the signal. 
In addition to the many signals such as Vertical 
Interval Test Signals (VITS), Vertical Interval 
Reference Signals (VIRS), Closed Captioning (CC), and 
teletext (Telidon) that might be found in the Vertical 
Blanking Interval of a standard television broadcast, 
one can expect to find a digital data packet containing 
the following information associated with each line or 
field of the television signal: 

1) subscriber addressing, in the form of three or more 
bytes in '''hich the 'addresses of all legitimate 
subscribers are transmitted in regular rotation. 

2) subscriber authorization, in the form of one or two 
bytes which describe the specific selection of 
channels and programs that the addressed subscriber 
is authorized to view. In most systems the 
authorization can be diminished at the subscriber 
location by anyone such as a parent who wishes to 
temporarily restrict the range of programming being 
viewed at that location. 

3 ) 

4) 

control information, which might be used to 
communicate information to subscribers; to specify 
the current program material for matching against 
authorization codes; to positively deactivate or 
commission subscriber descrarnblers. 

scrambling information, which could consist of the 
descrambling sequence (the keystream) which might 
or might not be encrypted itself; the key for 
and/or the state of the keystream generator; or new 
kGYS; or scrambling mode definition. 

This digital information can always be encrypted. 
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2.4.3 Hhere Can t_he Information be Carried 

The information described above may be transmitted in a 
number of ways I and in a number of II places ". It is 
asslJJ;)ed that each scrambled television signal and all of 
its associated signals shall be transmitted in a 
standard television channel. Regulation of the TRS/DOC 
mLly in fact prevent anytl11 ng else, as discussed in 
Section 4.6. 

If the information to be transmitted is assumed to 
consist of scrambled, composite atlalog video with sync 
intact, digital audio, and digital information, then the 
fOllowing is likely to be true. 

The ani'llog vi<3eo signal will be carried with wideband 
frequency modulation, although, an alternative 
possibility exists and should not be overlooked. Since 
the signal broadcast through the si'ltellite will be 
direct frequency modulation of the transmitter, 
component (RGB) rather than composite television might 
be usea, particularly if component television sets 
(tuner, plus RGB monitor) make any sort of impact in the 
market. 

If the audio is not scrambled it can be carried in the 
conventional way as frequency modulation of a separate 
sound carrier or sub-carrier. The presence of a 
frequency modulated sound carrier is used in current 
scrambling systems as a vehicle to carry auxiliary 
information by amplitude modulating the FM sound 
si1jnal. 

If the audio is in digital form, it can be transmitted 
on a data sub-carrier in any number of modulation 
formats, eVGn including spread spectrum (Ref. 27); 
during blank lines in the Vertical Blanking Interval 
either i'lS an autonomous data packet or as Pulse 
Amplitude l'\odulation of the normally bli'lck video signal 
(i.e. "line inserted" data, as in teletext); or on a 
shortened back-porch on the horizontal sync pulse or 
instead of the horizontal sync pulses ("in-sync" data). 

In a similar manner, the digital auxiliary signals may 
be carried on the audio J on a separate sub-carrier, on 
the back porches, or on blank lines in the VBI, or 
instead of the normal sync pulses. 
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2.4.4 Wl1at Syncl1ronization is Required 

Synchronization is required for the following: 

1) Demodulation of the television signal at three 
levels: 

i) at the carrier level, which is unlikely to 
be a problem for satellite delivered 
television as it will be transmitted as 
direct frequ(~ncy modulation the microwave 
carrier; 

ii) 

iii) 

at the composite video signal level, 
required to synchronously demodulate 
quadrature colour components; and 

if 
the 

at the raster level, to provide interlaced 
raster scan lines in synchronism with the 
transmitter. 

2) Detection of digitally encoded information 
at three levels: 

i) extraction of bit timing; 

ii) recognition of byte, or word timing; and 

iii) recognition of framing. 

3) The scrambling or encryption process. Whatever 
scrambling method is used, the descrambler must 
be able to invert the scrambling process as it 
occurs, and therefore must be continuously aware 
of the method. If the scrambling is controlled 
by a sequence of binary. or other, numbers then 
the descrambler must: 

a) know the sequence; 

b) be sent either it or an encrypted version of 
it i or I 

c) must be able to generate an exact replica of 
it at the receiver. In the latter case, the 
sequence generator at the receiver must be 
provided with both the key in use and the 
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state of the generator at specific times. 
This information is usually transmitted 
digitally in encrypted form requiring 
demodulation, detection and 
self-synchronizing decryption before it can 
be used. If the error rate is very low, it 
might be reasonable to assulne that all 
decrypters will be self-synchronizing, as 
shown in Figure 3; even t~hough sing Ie errOrs 
can cause the loss of a block of data. 

4) The addressing and control of subscribers. In 
addition to synchronization required for the 
demodulation, detection and decryption of 
addresses and authorization information it is 
necessary in an operational system to have 
frequent 're-syncl1ronization' between changes in 
subscriber status and the control information. 

2.4.5 Where Synchronization Problems can Arise 

Synchronization problems arise at two levels: 

2.5 

1) at the neU'lOrk level in switching, editing, 
taping, inserting, alld rebroadcasting; most of 
which must be done with NTSC standard signals. 

2) at the subscriber level upon 

a) installation and commissioning: the new 
descrambler must be included 1n the 
authorization cycle, presumably during the 
time when the installer is present; 

b) a "cold start" after a lengthy dormant 
period, total loss of power, moved location, 
reinstatement as an authorized subscriber, 
or similiar situation; 

c) a "warm start ll
: caused by channel switching 

or momentary loss of signal or of power. 

Summary 

There are 
required, 
scales. 

three levels at which synchronization is 
and they have distinctly different time 

The first level is the operational level 1n which the 
authorization cycle must be tuned to the subscriber's 
requirements for tuning in, on-demand viewing, 
simultaneous recording, multiple channel viewing, 
channel switching, bill payments, and so on. 
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The second level is related to network operations such 
as switching, time-base correctioll, frame 
synchronization, insertion, recording, and so on. 

The third level relates to signal recovery and 
descrambling and requires synchronization for raster, 
colour, and code. 

In both conventional television and data communications 
an appreciable amount of the transmitted energy is 
devoted to the synchronization components of the signal. 
In many practical systems, distortionless and virtually 
noise-free channels are required for reliable 
cOIi1JTIunications. As discussed in more detail in Appendix 
C, it is difficult to analytically predict the 
performance of scrambled DBS syst_ems due to errors in 
synchronization, however it does appear that, because of 
the requirement for the extraction of synchronization 
from a scrambled signal '''hich is more complicated than 
normal TV, very good channels are going to be required; 
loss of synchronization will cause abrupt loss of 
intelligible si.gnals (Appendix Bl; and any particul.ar 
systGm vlould require careful evaluation before universal 
adoption. 
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3 . DDS NET\'/ORKS AND DDS CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 

3. 1 General Considerations 

A Direct Broadcast Satellite will receive uplink signals 
from a number of sources that change with tj.me. Uplink 
change-over may occur infrequently, say every 30 
minutes, or it may happen as often as several times a 
minute, as during an election coverage. In some cases, 
it will be advantageous to cue uplinks in and out of the 
same DDS transponder to avoid the cost of providing a 
supplementary satellite channel to bring a distant 
signal to a production centre for subsequent uplinking 
to the DDS channel. 

Program continuity of the type J,lon.ern consumers are 
conditioned to expect wi_lI place extra demands on the 
cue-ing in and out of all- scrambled signals or mixed 
scrambled/clear signals. 

In sul)sequent paragraphs we will review engineering 
problems to be solved in designing satisfactory sync 
circuits for discreet module blocks in a scrambled DDS 
system. Before doing that_I however I we wi 5h to note for 
the record a number of operational constraints and 
imperatiVes that will in ,,11 prol1rllii 1 it_y compromise the 
optimum design of sync signalS and sync detectors in the 
system. 

3.2 Operational Constraints and Imperatives 
Affecting Synchronization Techniques for DBS 
Scrambling Systems 

Though not in themselves a problem for synchronization, 
operational constraints and imperatives in a DBS system 
may force the system concept towards non-optimal designs 
as far as synchronization is concerned. These 
constraints are in two classes: those imposed from 
outside to meet the requirements of standards and 
control for the public good, and those imposed 
internally by the need to offer subscribers a service 
with sufficient quality, variety and adaptability to 
attract and hold their sUbscriptions. 

The most important outside constraints are the DOC 
documents pertaining to scrambled TV systems and 
decoders. Copies of the current issue of the documents 
- TRC59, Issue 1 and TRC 60 Issue 1 - are attached at 
Appendix D. 

TRC 60 sets out electrical characteristics of decoders, 
hence it refers to a particular module in a DBS system. 
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TRC 59 on the other hand sets 
imperatives that are system 
in TRC 59 are as follows: 

out constraints and 
",ide. The basic points 

TRC 59 ISSUE 1, MAY, 1981 

Implicit that DOC intends to certify scrambled 
systems for "broadcasting transmitting undertakings 
f'Or wl1ich a Technical Construction and Operating 
Certificate (TC & OC) is required". 

Co(1ing and aecoding method is not standardized. 

There is to be no perceptible degradation of the 
quality of the signal provided at the output of the 
decoding device. 

Transmission and reception must be compatible with 
M/NTSC system specifications set out in DOC BS #12, 
Issue 2. 

There is to be no interference to the radio 
envirol1Plent. 

Scrambler shall not increase the spectral energy 
beyond limits of ESP 151, 154 and 157. 

Visual or aural carrier frequencies cannot be 
altered. 

No specific taboos on synchronization. 

No specific reference to DBS. 

A set of I'interval" constraints and imperatives has been 
developed for this study as a necessary input to the 
eventual recommendation of preferred synchronization 
schemes. Though not necessarily complete, the 
constraints are typical and apply to all scrambling 
systems. Their importance lies in the fact that modern 
television viewers are conditioned to expect smooth 
transitions in the continuity of a program and 
(virtually) instantaneous synchronization of the 
television picture tube raster wben a channel is 
switched on. These constrnints are: 

(i) At a subscriber's terminal I'immediate" 
descrambling of authorized programs must occur 
during a 'dial search'. A consumer will 
invariably utilize such a dial search to 
determine which programs he wishes to view. 
Excessive time required to 'clear' an authorized 
picture during such a dial search will frequently 
mislead the viewer to believe that a particular 



(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 
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program is not authorized, when in fact it is 
dllthorized but synchronization time is excessive. 
In other words sync delay will be mistaken for 
program denial. Therefore, descrambling 
synchronization must be delivered several times a 
second. 

'Instant' re-synchronization following a 
transient loss of sign~l is required. To meet 
this requir~nent the synchronization update rate 
should be once per frame. Alternatively, the 
descrambler can have a memory 11lodc which "viII 
allow re-synchronization to occur immediately 
upon recovery of the scrambled signal. In any 
event instant ~e-allthorization during a transient 
demallds instant re-authorization and 
unscrambli!lg .. 

By virtue of (i) and (ii) above long 
synchronization sequences are deemed 
unacceptable. Here 'long' is taken to mean 
sequences req\liring several full picture frames 
in time to execute. 

Decoder addressing subsystem design must be 
capable or restoring authnriz~tion within R few 
seconds of power failure or DBS transmitter 
failure. As an alternative, authorization must 
be remembered for, say, several days in a decoder 
because a subscriber may turn off the main power 
switch to his home during a prolonged absence. 

The compromises to be made in selecting an 
optimum addressing and scrambling technology for 
DBS must favour simple, reliable decoders that 
will perform with TVRO's that show moderate, i.e. 
normal, aging and misalignment characteristics. 

The scrambling system design must include at 
least the potential for home video recording of a 
scrambled signal. 

Production centres and remote re-broadcast 
studios must be able to use existing video 
processing equipment such as time-base correctors 
and digital frame stores for inserting or 
substituting program material or even VBI 
signals. 

The seven foregoing points can be summarized by stating 
that "the scrambling system should be transparent to 
subscribers and intermediate nodes in the DBS network". 
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3.3 

In the following paragraphs ten specific network 
configurations and situations are described. Some do 
llot present any new syncllTollizing problems, some may 
CRuse momentary loss of picture or loss of 
synchronization if certain types of scrambling are used. 

3. 2. 1 

VTR 

DBS Netvlork Confi(Ju:cation #1 

Entire program originates at a single 
sourl.:e. Insertions, fades, and special 
effects are introduced before scrambling, 
using a local time base to give a continuous 
composite video signal. Scrambling is 
continuous and uninterrupted. 

Example: full-length movie. 

-KINESCOPE ~--+-~ SCRAHBLER RCVR -----1 DESCRAHBLER 

( TV ) 
& PRODUCTION CONTROL 

Special Synchronization Problems - None. 
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DES Network Configuration #2 

) 

Program material assembled in time sequence 
into a coherent, continuous program. All 
video inputs are locked or re-sync11ronized 
to a common timing reference. Scranbling 
is introduced into 1=-he final continous 
video stream. 

This a subset of configuration in. 

Example/ news broadcast, major sports 
event. 

SCRAMBLER RCVR 

DES CR'V'lBLER 

I EDITTING & 
PRODUCTION 

Special Synchronization Problems - None. 
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Dl3S Net",ork Configuration #3 

SEE FIGUl'l.E 4 

Program materiaJ. supplied by ~ore than One 
source at more thall One location. 
DBS channel is Ishared' to avoid cost of 
transmitting material to a central site for 
retransmission on DBS. 

ECfilote uplinks under central scral:l.bling 
cOl1i~~rol (slave mode). 

~xample: News, election, international 
:incident. 

Synchronization Problems 

Cue-ing timing problem exists. 

250 msec loss of 8i'3na1 at cut-over. 
Rcsynchronization of descrambler will be 
necessary. 

Sl,3.ve must have 'memory! mooe. 

Referring to Figure 4, note that the A signal leads the 
B by 250 msec at Subscriber S. Central control can cue 
substitution of B and A in the common satellite channel, 
but when B starts to uplink A must cease. \~hen A 
ceases, slave loses address and control information and 
defaults to 'last-in' memory mode. The default 
condition can be avoided if the address and control 
information can continue to be sent on a narrow-band 
audio-type channel, emulating an order-wire. Without an 
order-wire, B transmission Joust be pre-programmed to 
stop after a certain interval because wide-band control 
signals cannot be sent from central control to B through 
the same channel. Satellite channels normally have 
enough spare bandwinT~h for a small number of 
Single-Channel-Per-Carrier (SCPC) audio channels. Such 
a channel could serve as a common order wire. 

Reversion to program A must result in momentary loss of 
signal at S to avoid two simUltaneous uplink signals in 
the satellite channel. 

Serious synchronization problems exist in this uplink 
situation if temporary loss of signal causes, or 
permits, random default settings to occur in the 
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addressing, t_icring and descrdmbling logic circuits in 
t11e c1escrambler. Such an occurence YJould require 
re-ac1(]l~essing, etc., which could conceivably take 
several seconds. This event would be a severe 
impuirrnent in the DBS service. A solution would be a 
I Jilemory I mode in the dcscraHlbl~r · ....... 111ich would delay 
Cl.osllre of gates, etc. for several seconds. 

3.2.4 

3. 2. 5 

DBS Network Configuration #4 

S1':1': FH~llHE 5 

Program material supplied by lnore than one 
source at more than one location. 

DBS channel is ls11ared 1 

transmitting material to 
retrdnsmission on DBS. 

to avoid cost of 
a central site for 

Remote uplink is cued by central control 
but l1as independent scrambling. tiering and 
addressing capability. 

both signals are "authorized ll
• 

Synchronization Problem 

Similar to situation #3 except for 
scrambling mode. If the remote uplink has 
independent scrambling-mode control 
descramblers will have to be 
re-synchronized to the new scrambling mode. 
Resynchronization within one frame or less 
would be essential. 

Note that address and tiering control 
information would now originate at the 
remote site although it would be unchanged 
because this information is sllpplied from 
central control. It would have been 
previously stored in the remote's control 
system because all parts of the 'program' 
are authorized to the SHme subscribers. 

DBS Network Configuration #5 

SEE FIGURE 6 

Satellite performs onboard program 
switching between beams or channels. All 
program material is scrambled. 

Switching occurs at relatively infrequent 
times - for example once in 30 minutes. 
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FIGURE 5 

DBS NETI'IORK CONFIGURATION #4 
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FIGURE #6 

DBS NETI'IORK CONFIGUR1,TION #5 
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This is similar, in tJle context of synchronization, to 
uplink situation :4, assurni11g eacl1 program j.s 
independently scrambled. There will be momentary loss 
of signal at the instant of cut-over. The 
authorize/de-authorize and scrambling mode trigger gates 
must be enabled within the first full frame period to 
avoid subscriber confusion. 

3.2.6 DBS Network Configuration ,6 

If ba:;eband is sjmply samplen., encryptRd and tran!3mitted 
in digital words there is no scrambling - unique 
problem, because an encrypted digital signal is no more 
sophisticated or complex than an unencrypted on8. Both 
re(lui.re siroil.ar synchronizing sequences. 

Digital TV in a TDHA mode is a sDecial case of digital 
TV. Here the requirements to capture synchronizing 
information can impose severe requirements if "burst" 
TDHA is used. 

3. 2. 7 

3.2.8 

DBS Network Configuration #7 

SEE FIGURE 7 

TV,lQ DBS scrambled programs share a single 
transponder channel. 

Crosstalk and cross modulation result in 
interference 50 db below the desired 
signal. 

Potential Viewer Problem 

Faint background 110ise from unwanted 
program. 

Potential Synchronization Problem 

Practically speaking, the amplitude 
difference of the two signals is such that 
the interfering signal cannot achieve the 
threshold levels of the 
synchronization-detection circuits in the 
descrambler. No synchronization problem is 
foreseen. 

DBS Network Configuration #8 

SEE FIGURE 8 

Co-channel interference. 

Desired program is scrambled, interfering 

program is clear or scrambled. 
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FIGURE 7 
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FIGURE 8 

Dl3S NETI'70RK CONFIGURATION #8 
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Discussed in detail in paragraph 3.3. 

3.2.9 DBS Network Configuration #9 

Adjacent-channel sideband overlap. 

Channel carriers are sp~ced 14 MIlz. 

Individual Carson's Rule* bQndwidtl1 is 22Mliz. 

20 db isolation due to orthogonal 
polarizations on adjacent channels. 

Both channels scrambled. 

,----------------------

R.F. Section 
of Receiver 

1~---22 :,mZ---~1 
I I 
1 I I 
I I I 

~ ~v~~~a;Y1(-

I __ ~2~ ,-----~ 1 I 

I 1 
Ch'l X Ch. I (X + 1) 

I 1 
14 MHz I 
Spacing 

Synchronization Problems 

20 db pre-detection CII ratio should yield adequate slI 
ratio to assure no aliasing in synchronization. See 
analysis in Section 3.3 

* Carson's rule states that the RF channel bandwidth 
required for full HI threshold effect is: 

2 X (highest modulating frequency 
deviation) 

maximum frequency 
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DES Network Configuration #10 

Simultaneous broadcast of two scrambled 
programs. 

Subscriber '"y.rishes t_o view one scrambled 
signal and record another. 

Potential Problem 

No network problem. 

VTR \"li11 not record ranc10m analo(]ue or 
digital signals ",ithout normal TV fraloe and 
line syncl1r011ization pulses. 

Solution #1 

Descrambled signal must include normally recognizable 
frame and line synchronization pulses. 

(Trivial) Solution #2 

Use separate decoder. 

Special Synchronization Problens - none. 

If the scrambled signal can be recorded and played back 
without compromising bandwidth or dynamic range, the 
descralnbler will not differentiate between a 
previously-recorded and 'live' signal. 

3.3 Multiple Channel Environment 

3.3.1 Sources of Coherent Interference 

l'Iidespread acceptance of DBS service by the public 
implies that subscribers \vill be offered a number of 
simUltaneous program choices. For the purposes of this 
study it may be assumed that all programs are scrambled. 
Given the finite attenuation properties of system 
elements such as bandpass filters, antenna sidelobes, 
polarization selectors, etc., and the compromises that 
must be made in system design because of cost and 
technical trade-offs, cross-talk and interference 
between DES channels must be expected and allowed for 1n 
a mUlti-channel system. This crosstalk interference can 
occur at several points in the DBS system. 
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(i) Crosstalk at Ba"eband 

Cross talk in a baseband channel before it is scraElbled 
wi_II simply be carried with, presumably, 11igh fidelity 
to tllC output of the descrambler. Crosstalk at baseband 
C~ll occur ilS a result of reduced isolation in clj.gital 
electrOJlic switclles. 

(ii ) Crosstalk Between Two Channels in the Same 

Telesat predicts lnaximum crosstalk to be -50clb. 

(iii) Co--Channel I nt_erference from Another 
Earth Termin-"l- at---;:;Satellite 

Co-channel interference can occur at a satellite \\Then a 
satellite antenna nain lobe aligns \"ith t1He sidelobes of 
an earth terminal uplinking to another satellite at the 
same normal frequency. In Ref.3, Telesat calculates a 
typical worst case to be 29.9 db (Table 2.5.6, carrier
to-interference ratio). 

(iv) Co--Chclnnel Interference from Anotl1er Satellite In-a--15Bs--T\1Ro-----------" .~--.---------

Co-chanllel interferellce can occur at a DBS earth 
terminal \..;hen a sidelohe of the earth terminal antenna 
aligns with the main lobe of an adjacent satellite 
downl in}, ing on the same n011inal frequency. 

In Ref. 3 Telesat calculates \-10rst case clI to be 20.9 db 
(Table 2.5.6) at a 1.8 meter earth terminal. 

Combining the effect of the uplink and do,mlink 
co--channel interference gives a \yorst-case CII of 
20.5db. 

Based on interviews with cognizant DOC staff, the 
expected minimum level of ell for co-channel 
int_erference, to be set at the forthcoming Regional 
Administrative Radio Conference, 1983 (RARC'83) will be 
in the range 30 to 3Sdb. This is some 10db more 
conservative than the Telesat estimate. The Telesat 
estimate is therefore considered to be a safe planning 
number. 

(v) Adjacent Channel Interference 

Close spacing of carriers in the DBS frequency bands 
will be necessary to make best use of the limited 500 
~llIz bandwidth. Projected carrier spacings are in the 
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order of 14 t1Hz. ,1i th Fr~ cllannel bandwidths in the 
o:cd(:!r of 22 l'lHz, there is a po-t:..(~nt_ial 8 MHz overlap of 
sidehallds [rom Qdjacent carriers in allY cllannel. This 
si_tllation is ilJ.1Jstrated in network configuration #9. 
The expected isolation of the wanted signal from the 
aS3regate of all 1111wanted signals is 20 db. 
Sub j ccti vely I the i solation bet_ween these signal s is 
so,ne 17 db better tl1an the 20 db, becCluse of the 
incoherent nature of the interfering signals. This 
iSLlbjective ill1provGllIcnt 11,=',-5 little meaning hoy/ever as far 
as digital sync11ronizing cjrcui.ts are concernod. 

3.3.2 Effects of Coherent Interference 

(i) Crosstalk at Baseband 

The likelihood of any serious 
baseballd is extremely relllote. 
interference in synchronizing 
s1.!]nals, its· contribution is 

(ii) 

cases of crosstalk at 
As a potential source 

scrambled television 
negligible. 

of 

\'lith this type of crosstalk limited to -50db, the 
lil).elihood of it_s c1esynchronizing scrambled signals is 
negligible. 

(iii) Co-Channel Interference at a Satellite from 
Another Earth Terminal 

This phenomenon is discussed in more detail later but it 
can be stated here that a worst case interference level 
of 29 db below the wanted signal will not be significant 
desynchronizing factor. 

(iv) Co-Channel Interference from Another Satellite 
at a DES TVRO 

The effect is dj.scussed with (v) below. 

(v) Adjacent Channel Interference 

For this analysis it is conv~nient to discuss adjacent 
channel and co-channel interference together. 
Aggregating the two effects results in a 
carrier-to-interference ratio in the order of 19 to 
20 db. 

In considering the degradation of a digital message by 
in-channel coherent interference it must be borne in 
mind that the amplitude statistics of aggregated 
coherent interference differ significantly from those of 
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noise~ J'1ore specifically the pt:.:ak amplitude of 
aggregated C~lerent interference can 1)e expected to 
exceed tl1e rms value by a factor between 1 and 3, say, 
\vllereoS in the case of noise the instantllneOlJS peak 
anpli-tude wi.ll occaGionally (~xccC'd the nns value by an 
order of ni.3.Qni tude or !aore. 

In other rC'.!3pects though cohprent inte.rfcrence will 
appear as noise background in a picture, assllming 110ne 
of the interfering Fi:'1 carriers is at the exact same 
frequency as "che want.:.ed carrier. (An intJ~rfering 
cl1annel may have t::.he S,~ir:le noninal carrier frequency 36 

t11e d.esired channel but the t\'lO frequencies will nCVi~r 
coinci(-le exactly for more than an instant because tl1ey 
do fl0t l1Rve a common reference.) 

P.::inLf.:;r (Rcf.4) hAS analysed quantitatively llle c=ffect of 
coherent Fi'1 ini.:.erfe.renc0 in an B-1 channel in \vhich t_he 
receiver is operating in a full-l.imiting region. In 11i5 
analysis Pr:lnt_er considers the interference due to two 
f:ce(]uency-moQulated si'3na1s, the d(~sired signal, 
e (t) I <-:indo an inter[t~):-ing si'3na1, e (t) \ .... ,here 

1 2 

" 1 ( L) COS (lL' 1 t + i3 1 .sin pt) 

e7. (t) p cos (to:, 2 t + 13 2 sin <~i-_ l- t!; 0) , p < 1, 

{C} ,::lnd (JJ2 are the carrier [rC?(~p)C!lc.iC'S, p and g the modulating 
~re91]PJ1Cics, dnd 81 ~Wl/Pl 62 ~ A~G2/q, the modulatj_on 
lnc1.l.c~s. CC)T:lbining the th'O siYJlals yields An instantaneous 
a:nplj i llc1~ i.::.c .. nn and an j nst.antan~ous 'RF freq-lJ(::'ncy tenTl. We 
n:::;.surne the an-~pljtu(1e te.rm is removed by limiti.ng. The 
il1SlaJltdlleous frequ~ncy WI is shown t~o be 

'" 1 (t) + /'J.ld 1 

m 
X ~ 

11·=-(;0 

cos 
00 

pt - r 
s""l 

- SW} - mp + nq) 

x cos {(swz - SW, - mp + nq)t + s~.} 

00 

l: m=--o.") J (s6,) 
m 



IJ1~;pectic)n of the components making up tJ18 in~;tantaneous 
fl-equG-ncYL0 (t) reveals five significant features w 

1 

(i) If~u2r'wl' the detected si,]nal does not in 
genl.::ral contaIn 1:_11e interferjng Hlo(lulation qw 

(ii) FDr S« I as is tl1e case for interference 
being COl1sidered [or DBS, tl1e infinite series in 
s can be truncated after s~l because the l1ext 
term in the s!~ries contains S2. 

(iii) All sum and difference cOlilbinations of (WI -
LV 2) f PI and q and 1:_heir har:rronics appear as 

sidebands. 

(iv) The frequency deviation, 011d 11€11Ce tl1e 
post--discriminator drnplitude of tl1C \)anted 
,,,odulation p is propsrtional to the original 
frequency deviation {Ol I wllereas the 
post-discriminator aDplitude of any interfering 
frequellcy is proportiollal to the frequel1cy 
itst":!lf. 

(v) The amplitude of tl1e interfering signals 
is characterized by the s.3me t .. riangul.ar effect 
as is 110i8e output of FM discriminators. Normal 
F'M de-emphasis ~:lill therefore reduce the 
triangular effect significantly. 

The net effect is to raise the post-discrilninator 
signal-to-interference significantly above the ol-iginal 
carrier-ta-interference ratio. If, as expected, the 
carrier-to-integrated- interference ratio is 20db or 
greater in DES receiver, tl1e furtl1er suppression of the 
interference during demodulation should ensure an 
adequate mar']in for error-free recognition of digital 
si<jnals. 

As a further COITlr.1ent on the effects of coherent 
interference in an FJ-1 receiver Terman, Ref,,5, in 
discussing interference in audio FI,1 channels, notes tllat 
suppression of signals at tl1e exact-same carrier 
frequency - i.e., true co-channel - is almost perfect as 
long as the wanted signal is 6 db higher than the 
u!1'i·/ant .. ed one. The "sizzling" due to beat-notes from a 
closely-spaced carrier are rendered inaudible by the 
demodulator if the interfering carrier is 10 to 20 db 
dovm. 

Finally, in C. Loo's work in Ref.6, SUbjective tests 
indicate that, with C/I ratios of 20 db, background 
distortion is essentially imperceptible. 
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3.4 

In colour television reception 311 un,~eighted 

signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 37 db 15 

necessary to maintain picture iJ~lp'=lirment at or belo\'l tJ18 
t:l1reshold of perccpt_ible il'lpairment. * It is also 
gGnerally agreed tl1at a picture wi!:h i111 unweight(::-d 
signal to noise less than 25 db is badly impaired and 
viC?w~rs in i-_11e 1980 I s \~IDuld not accept it. From i-J1e 
point of vie\-J of reliable detection of di'jjtal si(~Flals 
in a conVcllti_onal digital sys"i:em a signal to noise ratio 
of 20 (1]:) \'/ould be an acceptable design figu)"-e, assuf.1ing 
the signal is not otherwise cor\lpromised by mismatch 
between tl1e digital pulse shape and the system's 
effective filter response. Ho~-;evcr, extrapolation of 
tlli_s fj.gure to digital bursts timc-iliultipJ.exed with 
3Jlalouue televi_sion 5i911a18 (:~11!10t be justified UIltil 
SOme particular ex.:."'~mples are cX.~'1r1il1(~d in the laboratory 
and in the field and until the channel is characterized. 
T11e ann lysis in Section 3.7 illustrates a 111eoretical 
approacll to tl1e iloise problem for a specific type of 
digital sil]:nul sent in the burst mOc1I2, but the caveats 
n01:ed above still appJ.y for, ~lile ~leory can point the 
waYI QeQSUr8ments in the real situation are vital. 

3. 5 Channel ReSDonse 
~----------.---.. ----.-

It was noted above -that post-demodulat.ion signal-to
noise and signal-to-interferCllce l~atios in the order of 
20db were acceptable for reliable transmission of 
digit_al signals as long as tlle bandpass characteristics 
of the communications cl1annel '>'Jere properly mat_chcd to 
the digital waveform. The ideal cha;1nel for optimizing 
noise performance and undistorted transmission of 
digital signals eannot be realized in practice because 
tl1e required a'ttenuation is uniform to a certain upper 
frequency limit at which point it must be IIrolled-off" 
very precisely at higher frequencies. The upper band 
edge cl1aracteristics of a practical channel must 
tl1erefore be designed for a compromise between noise and 
spectral requirelilents. There is ample theoretical and 
experimental evidence that sj.gnificant reductions of RF 
bandwidth below the Carson's rule figure in an FM 

*DOC Broadcast Procedure 23 calls for 40 db 
carrier-to-noise, reference to 4 Mhz, for Canadian 
cable systems. This predetection C/N figure produces 
37.2 db Signal-to-Noise ratio after envelope 
detection. 
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s;:ltcllite cl1annel has a pronounced nClJutive effect on 
BER. The 8.3.rne holds for too-low br:J.[-'Jeb(']nd frequency 
cllie-off. The latieer is v,ell illustrated in the work of 
Taylor and Haykin in Ref.7 on high-speed digital 
si9nalling through the HC1~:'JP,S sdtellite. Taylor and 
I-Iayk.in observed "chat sij"nulated transmission of a 60 ~·1Hz 
FFSK ::; ignal tl1rough the S3 tell i te channel 'di th a 36 I'1Hz 
low-pass filter interposed bRtween tlle FFSK modulator 
and tl1e input to tl1e transpollder caused an order of 
n:~:~(JnitlJde inCr8:.::lSe in t_he SF.R. Sirnila)-ly, tl1e vlork of 
C. Loo in Ref.8 ShOV1S that .. incrc,:::.stng the carrier 
deviation [roln 6 Mllz to 8.5 ~1Ilz, i.n 211 olllcrwise 
constant £,j,1 C11.,:Llnel earring binary si(]nals ;'it 4. ::1786 
Hbs, improves 1':.he post-detection signal-to·--lloise by 
approximately 4 db but the improved noise perfOrrnClI1Ce is 
EiC)re than off[set by the c-legrcgation in pulse 
i rleJltificatioll, as deter;nilled by COllVclltional 
eye-openings. The cause of the i!lCreaSe ion BER lS 

intersymbol interference clue in turn to t_he fact tha·t a 
peak devi~tion of 8.5 ~IHz was too high for a signal to 
be received with an IF filter of 19 MHz. Pulse 
distortion rec;ulte(1. Loo concluded that an unweighted, 
pe~k-to-peak/* less sync, signal-to--noise ratio of 27 db 
in a channel that is designed for low sideband 
distortion at RF and full high frequency response at 
baseband will proviae reliable transmissiol1 of teletext 
gj_snals in tllC Tel.idon format. 

3.6 Effects of Bit Error Rate on Addressing and Coirtror-l\(j(j)C-e-ss] ng------------- - ------

The analysis contain(·~d in this Section, and Lhe results 
thereof, are highly speculative but they do "how the 
magnitUde of the problem of addressing a large 
subscriber population. The bit rates necessary to 
address variolls population sizes are derived for both 
line-inserted and in-sync data packets. 

If addressing and authorization data is transrnitted 
conti.nuously there are a nUQber of possible ways to do 
it. For example: 

a) The data could be amplitude-modulated on the 
FM audio signal, 

b) the data could be transmitted on a separate 
sub-carrier I perhaps in combination \IIi th 
digital audio and descrambling keys; or 

c) the data could be inserted, ~ la teletext, in 
blank lines in the video; or 

*The peak to peak level is used by Loo because the 
digital transmission occurred during the normal 
luminance and chrominance period of a horizontal line. 
Modulation was from reference black to reference white. 
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d) tJH::! data could be insected as a burst in place 
of 1-Jl(~ 11orizontul sync pDl ~:;e. 

Ci'lses Ci) and b) 
synchroni za i:.i on 
15 db or bl?tt_cr 

are fairly strBj.glltforward 
problE.:nls \·,'()uld be c):pected 
in the da-La biJn\J\·lidth. 

and no 
for SUR's 

I 

of 

In case c) a broadc~st Telidon format might be assumed, 
\·"llere the ~lurizOlltnl ~_;ync ptJl,ses ar(~ undist_urbed, at 
lJ?d.st dlJri:-1g the V(~-cLi.c;=tl 81 (~~ll::.i!l(J Interval. 

In tlle Teli.iol1 mode 1_11G l)it rate j.s 5.72 ~11)j_ts/secolld. 
A packet consisting of a IG-bit (8 cycles (~f 2.36 11!{z) 
bit-sync sequence at tl1G start, followe.] by all 8-bit 
byte sync character, and 32 bytes of illforiilatioll is sent 
(.l11 • .:ach horizontal line used. Two lines drc \"Jsl~d 

nc:cr.l(}lly per field. 3\t 2 lines per field ,-:tnd (-)0 fi(~l(]s 

pr:;r ~-3econd, 3840 byt.es of infoLmat_ion nay be t..ransmitted 
~~(~h seCOlld in this mode. 

(At the slo;;"r rate of 2.4 m"<Ja "y!'",bols/per second that 
the r,,,itch 8-1evel PAl'1 system uses, 96 data sy,"bols 
COllld be transTnitted, each with 3 bj.ts of information, 
[or a total of 36 bytes per line). 

If tl1e add:c,=ssing/control/descrambling information for 
eac1l subscril-:'er takes as few as 4 bytes, tl1en a 
(Teli_~on-liXe) system could service: 

960 subscrib,?rs 
57,600 subscribers 
576,000 subscribers 

per second; 
per lninute; or 
per 10 ninutes. 

If as another possibility, only one subscriber message 
were transmitted per lin,,; at 2 lines per field 7200 
sul)scribers could be serviced per minute; and it would 
ti'lke 35 minutes to servi"e half-a-~illion. The rate at 
which subscribers can be 2.ddressed with this scheme is 
shown in Table 1. 

In case d) ",'le rnight aSSUUle a data packet tl1at replaces 
the entire horizontal sync period of 0.165H (where H 
duration of one horizontal sweep). The packet mi<Jht 
contain a 16-bit bit-sync sequence of alternating lis 
and O's, an 8-bit byte sync sequence, and a number of 
3-bit, 8-1evel symbols, as ShO\Vl1 in Fi<Jurcs 9 and 10. 
This scheme, using the data as described below, could 
address 15,734 subscriber per second, or almost a 
million per minute. 

Two bits in the data can be used to indicate whether the 
sync pulse on this line is to be a re<Jular, a vertical 
retrace, or an equalization pulse as described in Refs. 
22 and 24. 



BINARY 
DATA RATE 

X 10 6 

5.72 

4.60 

2.40 

I 
BITS/LINE DATA BITS I 

/ LINE I 
SUBS/LINE SUBS/SEC SUBS/r>;IN 

i 
280 256 

I 
8 960 57,200 

225 200 6 720 43,200 

120 96 3 360 21,600 

TABLE 1 

SUBSCRIBER ADDRESSING RATES VIA LINE-INSERTED ~lliSSAGES 

(4 bytes per subscriber 
2 lines per fielc) 

SUBS/HOUR 

X 106 

3.456 

2.592 

1. 296 
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Ot!lerS can be u~~i:::c1 fOI' i:iuc1io~ For eX2L-lple r if 'v,le a:3S11ne 
that t.hc?re ar(~ 1::'\'10 ;::tutlio sil)nals s3rnpled at i:v,lice the 
li.oe rater witll twelve bj_ts per sarnple then tl1e audio 
con1 d. t.ake 4:3 bits per packet. If ~jubscriber address] ng 
reyuires 36 bits r data cOl]ld be trdl1smitted at alJout 5.5 
me(]i3.~:;y:;11:-:)f)ls p(~r s{~cond. 

KF;):loval of one audio channel (or recluction of tile 
accuracy to a single 12·-])it sample per liJ,e) ,)nd 
ll~Juc1:i_oJl of tl1e addressillg reqllirelTIeJlts to 27 lJits, 
could recl11ce the sy:nbol rate to i:±xl0 6 per secoilcl. The 
data rate (in mega-symbols per S0COild) VI~rSllS packet 
lellgtl1 in given in Table 2. 

If 25 db SNR is attai.!led, t118 a-level error rate will be 
a;)ont lxlO- 4 Find t_hc bi:1ary about lxlO-- 8 , if 
synchronous dcmodul,"ltion is used. 

Wit1l an error rate of Pe, it might be expected that a 
pFlcket '..;ould be .1 ()st due to sync problems if any of the 
8 l)ytG-sync bits 1··,'Cl-C wrong \'lith probcJ.bility GPe. 

TllUS, if 15, 73.-.1 slJbscribt~l-S \vel-e being aCldressed per 
seconn I wi th an II in- sync" data burst, (944,000 per 
lninl]te), one would RXIJPct all aa(lress to be missed Ollce 
ev,~ry tllirteen luj.llutes or so, (due to byte-sYllc l_l~ss) 
which \-,IQuld not be any problem. 

The probability of error for 8-level sy~bols is about 
12db's \\,orth of SNR worse tllan [or bi:-1C:lry. This is 
about four orders of magnitude worse in probability. 
TllUS, if th(~ probability of binary error were lxlO-8 , 
an address or autl1orization night be missed with 
probabil i ty 1. 2xl 0- 3 , i. e. once in 800 times. The 
implication being that 1200 subscribers out of a million 
might not be successfully addressed in any one-Qinute 
authorization cycle; and one Qigl1t be missed twice. 

In the case of line-inserted data packets (case c) above, 
where 360 to 960 subscribers were ac':ldressed per field 
(instead of 15,734) with binary signals, the error rate 
of lxlO- 8 would translate to a probability of a missed 
subscriber of 3.6xlO- 7 , which ",ould mean that 
virtually all addresses ,",ould almost always be correctly 
received~ 

The numbers generated in this Section are pure 
conjecture and very sensitive to the actual performance 
of real systems. They are affected by modulator/ 
demodulator design, the modulation method, data rates, 
ground station transmitters and receivers, transponder 
resonse, the impUlsive noise environment, interference, 
and so on; and should be treated as very tentative. 
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SERV LCE 
NUJ'i13ER OF 

SY2"!.c.DLS 
NU'1R!;~~ OF] FREQUENCY 
'Jl'l'i'l\ l:ll'l"S X J 0 6 

--- - ---- ---------

EMPTY 

32 BITS 

1 1'.l1DIO PLUS 
27 BPI'S 

2 AUDIO PLUS 
36 BI'rS 

26 o 

37 32 

43 51 

54 84 

INCLUDES: l6-bit bit sync block, 
8-bit byte sync character, 
1 sYillbol line code, 
1 sumbal cyclic redundancy check. 

TABLE 2 

TRANSHISSION RATE FOR IN-SYNC DATA PACKETS 

2.48 

3.53 

4,10 

5.15 
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l\sSI?S!;;:;-:-Ic:'nt of ::"illlC:l1conizFltion i.)erfor!nailcc lS crit.ically 
d'~:pcnf1cnt on \,,'~lc:t_her or not the :s::inc dct_ect.ioD circuit.ry 
11as been desigrlcd in all optimal fa511ion - that is, with 
line~r ~atclled filters and ~l~se - dlld delay - locked 
loops; or for a noise-free environr:1ent - t11at is, 
dCpC!ldcnt on the dctectiorl of Ulldistorted, sllarp edges. 
'fl1cre is some ]lope of analyzing the former; the lQtter 
is ancnable only to simulation (if a good eJlough ~odel 
of tlle C}lFlllnel i.s preserlt) or actual experimentation. 
The effccl:s of 110i_sG on O;1~ l~ype of bit-timirlg recovery 
from O!H:: t.ype of Cisyncln-(F:oIJS burst is described in 50me 
(jetail in i-_he next ~.3ection. 

3.7 The Effect of Additive Noise on Edge 
§~_~~r~_~~_'=._~rt ~ T lmfn-i~~e~~vc~¥~ ,_£.i~_(~rn -=-:~_~~~rt ~ 
Pulses 

An i:lpproximat(~ ic3ca of the effect of nOJ.sc on LI~Z binary 
PPJ-1 \\illen 1:.118 bit timing is recovered by the aei::.~:::ct.ion of 
tl1e leadiIlg erlge of a start-pulse may 1)8 obtail1ed by 
cO)lsi_~eriIlg ~11e receptioll of a train of raised-cosine 
pul'3l~ of wi(l~ch 2'r s(~-conds u.s sho\-m in Figure 11. 

Ea eh pul se, and the start- pu} 5e can be reprcsC'!nt:.ed by 
tile expression: 

! (I--C) L 1 + cos "1-- -L.i.Ll-- 1 L 

~"le fire assuming that bit tir:ling is det0r:nined when the 
leading edge of the start-pulse crosses t118 A/2 
amplitude level. We can approximate tl1C effect of 
adrtitive noise on the time of tl1e level crossing by 
considering the situation shown in Figure 12. Here, \ve 
assume noise of a~plitude n is added to the pulse at 
time t = -T /2. This shi ft s the time of the level 
crossing 1:; seconds, where 

or 

"'-
Actually, the level crossing at t'" - C is caused by 
noise, nl, added at time tl; but, as can be seen 
from the diagram the approxi~ation ~ade is reasonable, 
expecially for small n. 
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FIGURE 12 
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Th(~ !][fect of nljs-tiDil1g of the prolJQbilily of error can 
lJe seen in Figure 13. The (~ye Opelli!1g dS a fUllction of 
t.hc t_iming erroL,?; I is 

e(1:)- A cos 
) 

L T/;;. 

The (~onditit_=n1ul probubilities ::::L:ce Sll()"\",'11 in Figure 14. If 
\','e i:lSSULle t.11at Jche ac1clitive nOlse is 92": .... 1s:.:;i,:=lnly 

di.stributed with zero Dean, the probahili.ty of error is 

\'lhere 0- is t~1e rlns value of the noise; 

and 

Under the assumptions that have been made, the 
distribution oft-is also gaussian with zero mean and 
standard (leviation. 

Thus e. 

~L"'L'7-1. _ J\ fl v 

'i/er 7.. T 1. 
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T1lC ~verage probability of error i~~y lJe expressed as: 

For 1arge f)l-\iR, i.e*A?'/o-7.-»}, drlrl. ~':;f~lall1: , tl")(~ 
cOJflplC:iIH.':llt;:iry error function Flay l)e approximated by: 

Tl1US, tl1e average probabi] ity of f::>:c~cor becom~s: 

''Ie might also consider tJle timing error to 
distribut"ed over sone interval[-L'>, D. J 
the average probability of error would be 

coS J\'- 1:: IT ) d 1; 

be uniformly 
In this case 



or, if we let 
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_ p~)>ijL~ 
_ e _~_~_~~~~_ 

Coo Y-

18 tl,c signal-to-noise 
rutioi and 

is the :t-an(]"e of the timing 
uncer-'cainty. 
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4. REVIEW AND UPDATE OF CURREKT CA~DIDATE 
-------- ~-----~- -------- ----~-----------------

SCEA.H13LlNG SYSTEt·1S 

'}';18 c,] .. rlier rc:port (Rc~f(';rl,=-nce l) identified t\yelve 
~e!leric types of scr~lnbliJlg systems. In a Eul)sequellt 
a_naly~..:is ::-:nrl PL'-("!~;ent."itic)n of th(~~~e sy~tefilS (l\cf. 2) t11e 
L'del've types 'dere broken down into tllree cat_egorie!3 viz: 
1..J11~.3 U i tf3.ble for DdS scr2,JTlhl ing i sui t able for DBS 
scrdlnbJ.ing 3Ild currelltly feasible; Q~cRpt~l)le for DBS 
~::;cr;:lnbling at a ful.:.ure aate. T11e data. fr.()H1 Ref. 2 FlTe 

rCprO(3l]Ce~ in Table 3. A litol:ature searel1 i.11cluding 
l~lle ;;loni1..-oring of curl-ent jOllrnnls l-cv(~(Jle(1 no new 
system cOTlcepts tl1at would be revel~nt to tl18 current 
stlJdy. However, attendance at the 1982 NCTA and CCTA 
CO!1fercnces indicatp~ that definite progress towards 
L,-,--,pl_i-,:'r;l(~nt_Gtion of certrl_in of the: candida.-'c.e sys-tcms 'd08 

bc-I ]\'3" ]:I2.(le. A system being developed by Leitch Video 
Linitl~d of Torollto i,s ~ case in point. 

TIle Lei1-_ch sYf;tem is a hybrid derived from the concept 
of Cdl1(lir_L'1t_8 !;y~~-tf::~lTI No. 11 of Table 1. The differences 
1 i.e in t1le fact tlli:1.t. the Leitch approach is to sample 
on a frane by frame basis t.ile pici~ure information only, 
~isregarding sychronization and colour burst signals. 
Each frame is ~::;ubsequently broken dovm into blocks, 
1~lH?:sl~ blocks being i!1tercl1anS]ed in a random lTlanner to 
scramble tlle picture infor~lation. Furt]}er1nore, 
information wi-thin the blocks can also be re01.-del~ed 

ralldomly so tl1at there is in essellce a double scralnbling 
of the picture information. The digital info!'-lilation is 
subsequently converted back to cH1n log-ue [c)l_-m 1 combined 
witl1 tl1e appropriate synchronizi.ng and reference signals 
and tral1smitted in an ordinary analog banc3with TV 
chanl1el~ 7his process of digitizing, encrypting or 
disordering and re-forr,1atting to analog is comrnonly 
called analog encryption, and is sUbject to the problems 
described in Appendix A. 

Four other notelvorthy systems are !·lAAST (Multiple Audio 
Addressable Secure Television) by 7elease Inc~i a 
Digital Baseband Encryption System under development at 
Digital Video Systems; the Zenith Z-TAC; and the OAK 
Orion System. 

1~}\J\ST utilizes denial of synchronizing pulses, audio 
encryption and video inversion as a scrambling 
technique. Subscriber authorization and audio 
decryption messages are transmitted as an encrypted code 
word on One of the unused lines in t.he vertical retrace 
interval. MASST c~nbines features of candidates 5, 7, 
and 10 of Table 3. ~H\.J\ST can accomodate five audio 
channels with a high level of encryption. 
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Tile Di-':j-Li:al Video ,sySt(:J~1S C'l-.:,;-!cept is basl~d on !Iin-band 
TlI1J11:iplc:xi:lg of digital alJdio, (Jat:a Lind analogue video 
j!1 a :;,j_n<]le st;,ncl0rd video C11Cl.nn81 1l

• It is a derivative 
of C'r=indid;~-ites ~lO (::'.~-!d ~ll of 'l'o.b.1 e 3. The lJs1J:al 
f(;,-1turcs of Jnulti-c1Flnnel tiering, subsc.ri_ber addre~3sing 
,-·~-!d c()nl~.l-ol ;::;y~tC);jS arc clai;-,-Ied in a t),le"-\-,I21Y ,,'Iode as is 
11~rd encryption of audj.o, vi_deo and data. Duul Qudio 
c2p~1)iJ_ity or single audio p]_llS a 300 Kbits/s data 
!.:'11:.::.nnel C:lrc l)uilt-in si::.;'ln,-'},--n-:-d. The system, it is 
claiJ1ed, can :lancl1e up t_o 4 :Jill,i on users or ler;ninn.l 
ij.;]c]re~3ses, '1'li th IJp to 6~), U(JO tic'~cs or c'!~-)ntrol condii::.iollS 
per ~tldress, Wl1ich reqlJircs j3 l)i.f:s p~r ~rldress. 

The Zenit.h Z-TAC (for Zenith Tiered Ac1dr~~::;sable 
C(ll1v(--:rter) System ,"].lso cC)f[-;bines sync supp:cc'!ssion and 
video i:'lVf?c:-.;;ion. All::.hough 1)ori/,on1>3.1 ~::o::r-IC is not 
l'..,::,j,l(;\.".'.'d CU~JpJ f=ot.Rly it_ .i s s'l~ppressed to the p()int \\'hr~re a 
nOJ:TI1Cil tel'?vision l-eceiver v/ould not be ai)le 1:0 separate 
the sync p"Jlsr~s from i:lle ] Ul'lin':-'lllCe ~:;i'3nal. For 
a~ditin!lal secllri1:y t11C Zl~njtll SystelTI can l)e 
pre-:t:)l-I)(]r,::'l"!:.led to Ciperate in ind( pen,-lent, r2nc1om, sync 
5upprcss~oIl ;i"d vidl~O j_!lVersj_on l~odcs or to select video 
i:-lverS.1.0J1 n\;C()I_-(1i.:1g to avc~r.~iIJe picture level (APL). 
(CCIR defi_l1<.:"s ;'\?L as the lTl0an value of the picture d.c. 
compOllcllt 3ver,}sed over a co;~~le·te fralne period, 
exclu(]ing hl.~n"..;::'ing p(Jr'io(lSr :>:i.)r('-~:;:;t'~n?ls n. pRrcC?o-ta.ge of 
-[-_he r;l;=txiJiluIn (2!oT!linal) valu(::, ()f t.lle lUf:1inance component, 
measurements being taKen \vith blallkj ng ll __ :.::vel as the Zl~ro 

reference. ) 

Di.scussioT1S with the users of the OAK ORION sys'tern 
r~vealed 1:hat the OAK ORION System is cssE'ntially a 
cOlubinatj_on of CaJldidates No.5, 7 and 10 of Table 3, 
using line inversion, gated sync suppression, alld 
encrypted audio. The OAK ORION System has seven modes 
of operation all of them based on single or Idouble' 
line inversion, but structured on a continuous basis, or 
a field by field basis, or a line by line basis, or a 
ranc]om basis. i:.Jo details are available on the format 
used in the OAK System to convey authorization of 
decoders, program tier lahels, or cl1anges in scrambling 
mode. Furt11ermore, no inforrnation is available on the 
flexihility of the central control system to change the 
key t11at controls the disordering and reordering of the 
lirie inversion sequeJlce. 

A known charac·teristic of the OAI, system is that 
momentary loss of signal can cause complete loss of 
picture and sound until the descrambler is turned off 
and turned on again. This phenorilenon l~ay be due to a 
very fast-acting and robust default mode. 
Re-au~11orization seems to require ~andatory, pre-set, 
initializing conditions in the decoder which are only be 
established at 'turn-on'. 
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T1i{~ O>J( (l'=ZJ(IN ;:.:;y::;tern e>:11jbits one? of the rJe:leral 
Cl"I,"'"ir,"j(::Ler"j ~-,-tics of ~3cr;::_mblcd :.3y~3tCT\lS t.hat ·...,'as l:lentioned 
in ,""'in C'i1rlier chapter naJnely, tl1, __ it Eiuccessful decodi!1g 
of a sil}n,""I.l stream ·vii th t.he dl.:'I.Jed co:nplexity of 
~.;ct-rJnbling and digii-=-al conLrol si(~;!lals »::cFJircs an 
,-=:VI.:::l-(':I(Je, or better, end-to--end C'h,-il-lni~l. Experience \\I1.th 
t11is p'-Jrti.cular system has ~~~1CY\,T1, for eXn~ilplef that very 
lr)\'l cost TVR01s, clcsirjliL':d \\Iith red.uced IF bandwidth to 
j,"'1:):'--O\'}I'::;' c:=::t:cri,-~):--to-~-)cJi_,-;e 1.'2 t ios , ' ... 7hile pL~oviJ_illg an 
Jl-:r·di.1:-i~'d "bilL dccepl:'i'l1!l e r'-~ c~-I-l]~_-e C:;-Ciil a ~_.;-t-~-'!):rJ,~1i·d 

::-~d-\:.!-::ll i t-_e nil t_Lansni:3~3ionl ,:11-;:: ·:-·'l1..-'.:Ji~lal L~(~;' il_",)!-IC?nLs in a 

l..:h.::11TH.?1 Cc!L .eying cO;'"i.pl ex SCl:-;~Inbl~c1 '-»l'~)Tc t,_:.1 O:;\1i:-5.1.on 
si.grlals. 01:11cr scrambling systelTI can lJC expected to 
b\~h(.ive similarly in ~juch a chi:lnnel if, -3.S :3celLlS likely, 
undisLori>:Jl t..:r.-=:n~:;]~lis~3ioJl of hi9h bit-rdte 3(1(lress 
!S.L:jrl,:=tJ.s is ·C'.?(.lu.1..re. I'\: is cllal_-cJ.cL!o:;ristic of t"hr=:~.,;e 
!:'l":.;ter;lS tlktt: t.hC!y \."ill e:;.:11i;-)it a st!.":'ep t~u_-.::;.'-;l)old e [fort 
in t.he c3{c:c()..-1I.~d (.-i!ld ~.3yn\'~11rl)jli7.cd pict_urc (and sound) at 
which point t-lle .l.-pconst_it.ut.r~d program \ViII go from, 
perl1aps an iDpair8d but ac(;'~ptable picture, Lo an 
annoying intel-;-lIi tt(C~tltly d(='scra!nbled/unscr2..:rlb] ed and 
11CrlCe unintel1i(::1i;Jl(~ one. The point at \vl1ich ·this 
"l:.l-d."eshold effect \vil1 occur will be dictated by the 
denanos of the control Si'Jlluls in combination with t.he 
11:Ji.se ana baJldpass c11ar~cteristics of tl18 cl1anllel but, 
un12~3s t .. :"l(~:--;{-=; dl-=;!<lC'lI1nS d )-2 ',',,::;S ~~t .. I-i n(:J('~nt_ Lllnn, for 

G-x;-::.:nple, nca-mal rast.er ;.:;ync!lrol1ization in a television 
pictllre tube, or syncllroIlizai~ion of the sYllcrollo11S 
colcH]r de;nodulator, the d(;co(ling will f0.il \','11i1e tIl8 
'pic;tllre ' being received at the ~Olnellt of failure is 
rela ti v ely (~ood. '1'hi s is in contrast to tIle 
lJnscrarnblec1-~f1annel situation hhere simple, robust, 
raster SyllC will hold a noisy picture until it is 
cOlTIpletely ullviewable, t118 colour 11aving already been 
lost. 

At the time of \vriting (December, 19(2) Direct Bro[)dcast 
Systems Inc. of Surrey B.C. claim to 11ave a system 
concept ready for demonstration in early 19133. The 
S8CIJrity of the D3S Inc. Systeln, it is c1ai:ned is 
essentially unbreakable. Other features of the system 
are: 

(i) several million individual subscribers addressed 
at a rate of 720,000 per fllinllte, 

(ii) occupies a standard TV baseband channel, 

(iii) horizontal and vertical sync is not altered, 

(iv) the active video is not altered, 

(v) the decryptor is low-cost with 12 Ie's on one 
board, 
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tl1l2 r-1(:!cryplor cnu] d 1_-~~,=.c1j ly be built into Ci T\7J<O 
or a sta n(}a rd TV :31-:t .?-,nd switched in ?Ind out -
like Dolby no; se S\JPLjC(_:~3sion, 

,-~'ld---(Jn C'l(1drc::;::;i_~lg ·-:-it sli1ve up] j nks or cdble 
11~'~3r31~)lds is ::i~!p].e. 

'I'll!? sysi:c:!n, it is clai;;'!ed is ,-in l)pt.imal r:-f-:'~':;l'()llSC t,o a 
Ti':>'_luirl:?ilent for a uni-·./(' ,-::;;-i 11 y ,-:.c'cI:'-L)table, si:'lple, 
c (' 1 i ~tl)] C' I i_~n d I?: f cat c-:t bJ. c ~; c r ~~r:-:b 1 1. :,!I] L2ClJ no 1 O(] Y . ]")0 

siJecific detoils of -r_he ~--,'-_~_c;_-:-,;\bli:-!9 ('ind cddrr-::!3si:1g 
:n(:'i~_hodo1'JI:.iY are <=lvail;:::ble a1: pt-, __ :;ent !jui.=. di sclosure is 
planned for early 1983 after Sl1it--::"cblc patJ":!lt protection 
is obt.ainco. 
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5. 

J.'11e re::3ul i:s of -Lhe Z"111.:l1Y:3is of :3ynchroniz,('!tioJ1 r 

11ct\·,'r:.lrks, and. c;jn'Jid,-:lte :-'::''j"sterls c'cre: StJLi.::larized In T'able 
4. Tn -tilis "Lable, C',~-",ch of i-he canc1i,--1,:-tLes identified Ln 
C:12cpter 4 is eXdmined quali-Lat.ively for its P{:;:c{o.LJ:l<lnCe 

in a DI?S (;nviJ.:-onr:H.::nt. 1'1-18 :1(?C:f'--::=:;::;iLy to be: c-lualit.ative in 
thi~3 ;j.~:;=.I:3SSrnccllt l!<-:lS boS(?n F'oi.')t.,::c1 C:"~lt in (>~;l:-l i;---:c c'h,~::.ptC'rs 

l)"llt it i~3 d_IJP,_'1r(~nt l=-ven =ro:"] u {lLldli_i-,::J.T_ive ;1::=;':;("':'::;:-::::-!:~~nt 

tl.liJ.T. l~cL'i-.ain cl,3sses of sl:..--c.--,'iiJli!Hj !.:.~;:-!:-)()t [:==til :-:::.oltly 
i.e. the piC"tul-e \·/ould not d-L'~"-:':i:'F'_>'-lr 'J_t-(:,cl-~~;)lly inLo 
noise. T~'lC onset of sY!1ch---c1~'-'Tlugi;1g inti..:rfc~r'.l!lC(= v.'ill 
(';-jU;;!?! tJ'a.cing and blanking-out ~.3irnilar to t.hc pici".ure 
"Ul';.:,';'-:)P {~,1.:::,s(?r·v·ea from a clelect.ive vii"'ir:?o t;=:pe reco:rfler 
pJo1'./\;:;.c'l-;:. C">"'::'·',pl.::t.e loss of s:;'3na1 J:F:iY ()CC:dr for sC'vC'.l-al 
~J ,;,"'5 "·:~'l.i le digit.al (-lata .s:i'lchroni~":;dt.ion is being 
re-est.::..lili~;l1ec1. 

In addition to -I:.he SUI;lrlot.ion by cannioate, general 
COnCll.l.s.i.olls ;lave been :,'3)':-'~c'.'.'!1 from tlle study. 'i'llere 
conclI1:::;i.I>ilS Cire set out ion tllC next chdptera 
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6. 

The f()r,~~,)in0 ~11alysis of :5cr2mlJli11g systelns in a DBS 
F'llVl_ r_":'i";-,',':"nt l.-evI:.'Clls a ;-lu;~l~)er of potent_ial pro])] F:'lTlS i::.lvlt \!lill 
i.'~~rJ:'lr(Jc~ LnT"I<::,r1iatc'J.y or later, as the :_;\Jl):,:criber t::;:1:32 

L,CL·r:',---:::3f::>S. TCl(:;:::;(~ ,rn.-obl'",;ns ,~_I_-(3 StL:1Ll,':-Jrizc.d in l~)e fol1o'd-ing 
twelve conc]llsions. 

1. 

2. DiSi t_;:;'!l tt=,"Cllllj,J:l.UeS are the ;n<....;Et c:ff Lci,_:?nt pract_ical 
ifict-IJod for implE1Tll::nt_ing autl-lorization and tier control 
and controlling descral~blers. Ti~8-divj.sion lTIultiplexi_ng 
with ot11er ele;~RllLs of t 1le viJ/~o sig!'!al is the ~ost 
CC);'_'l~::a(~t • 

3. Any scr~l~bled TV system is dependent on the delivery of a 
quali.ty replica of the scralTIbler output to tlle 
i-lescra[:lblt?:r input for reliable re-construct_ion of tlle 
orj_ginal sig'lal. The 1~113J1nel reql]ircs low noise alld low 
c1is1_()rt:i on o\·'er tlle ent_ire band\vidth. 

4. T1l(:; :;-Iore t::.118 ~:::ignal is scranbled, the better the chann~l 
11BS to be La all_ow aCI~l]rate ]~estoration of the original 
si"-]na.l. SC):i:i~-:lhl ... =:d si'~;nal s con-t>:-iining hi'311 ~:;pcC'd di'3ital 
r]2.t<1 b1]rsi.~s <"vill fail :~-IOl-e abruptly than \"Ii11 a 
conventional analogue signal l)c,-c<=:use )no(~est degradation 
in the c1 escTdE]bl i!lg d 19 i t.nl cont . .Lol burst_s \.vi 11 have 
catastrophic effects on the picture. 

5. Scrambling systems dependent on broadband pulse 
transmission will be particularly susceptible to TV 
cllanllel distortions - similar to the broadcast teletext 
cl1anllel. Lessons learIled from Telidon trails S110uld be 
heeded in any scrambling system employing high-speed data 
in the TV signal. The IF and baseband channel 
cl1aracteristics of low cost earth terminals (LCETs), if 
poorly designed CQn be a dominant source of syncl1ronizing 
problems because of intersymbol interference. 

6. The end-to-end systems implications of using 
sophisticated scrambling technology for broadcasting to a 
wide range of high-and low-cost TVROs is not well 
understood. In particular the basic requireTnents for 
reliably synchronizing digital data bursts has not been 
considered in current combinations of TVROs and 
deseramblers. Furthermore, scrambling systems are so 
varied, basic analysis of specific systems is so lacking, 
and realistic total channel models are so poor that the 
performance of scrillnbling systems can only be judged 
by measurements, tests and field trials (or by accurate 
simulation) . 
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To be l-,ll:..~,--:.surcd ,:ire :311ch p;'-,Cnl:;el-_,--'rs as: 

n) cold start "lock-u_pll i-_"Lri";(,:s 

1)) 'darm start J:"(-'1!:;r"'orl~::;e l:..irnes 
channel .'3\'.'i t_c11j.ng 

povler drop--c~u1·_s/ .'::l;r(~lc!s 

loss of signal 
c) SHR effects - low si1]nal, intC:'!rf(~rence 

d) distortion eff("'lct_s - lx';1l:11imiting, 
distorting dj_~crirlin3t()rs. 

7. In the O}\I( Orion :3rJ.tellite :-;:,y'st.C'ffi CC)1)t_j r:u0us 
broaJcast cycles of Slll)scJ:iber 
address/authorization to keep de~cri':i~!lbl,"!rs "alive" 
typically allow 7200 subscribl,-'l:S to bl~ c;(ldressed 
per ;i1inute. 
lS: 

N 

7200 
l4<100 
21600 
36000 
72000 

1 'J8000 
210000 
432000 
864000 

T{ninutesl 

1 
2 
3 
5 

10 
15 
30 
60 

120 (2 llOurs) 

Global a~dressing of all DDS subscribers TIllnbering 
in -the hundred of thousands or even millions must 
be accomplished a11d repeated within a few minu~es 
at most and, more desirahly, within a few seconds. 
This addressing problem is unique since it must be 
done SCcluentially on nD individual-subscriber 
basis. The tir;-Ie rcqu_i.red to repeat the sequence is 
directly proportional to the number of 
suhscribers. 1'-1e9ahi t data rates r;lay be necessary 
bec::luse of 1 imi ted time··~Iilul tiplex spnce in the 
s i9 nal s·tream. 

Alternatively the address and tiering information 
must be kept in 1111ard copyll form in tlle 
descraQbler, but this invo].ves an entirely 
different time scale of operati.OJlal control, and 
could require a visit to the subscriber premises 
to de-autl1orize a subscriber. 

Program tier authorization requires sequential 
messages also but it need not be repeated often, 
as is the case with on/off authorization. In 
practice tier control can be sequenced several 
times per day. Should a rapid "cllurn" of tiering 
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cc·r-ti,Fil1\'ls be requirea, the necessity to re-tier 
1~~l!ly sllbscrilJcrs instantaneously can ]JC avoided lJY 
pre-lu~iding n(~w tj.i~l~S i~1:o r1ecoders .ind t~gging 
p:cc:\:]r;_,-lTI "Ial.:.erial 0.c('ordi~ltJly.. A ',jell structured 
COFlr,U1ccr PJJJ9~c·.~m (;c,ul(l ~_ urt:. out t~he opti)!lum 
arr,:::"r1(]c'J i2nt. for ~.:: Dell dn cv,~;nt .. 

8.. SCille scrclr:-'ibli.:1g ~~y[,;t.(-i'!S bei,"lf~ produced currcntly 
"'::l,:,ve a 8]-lor1.:. ,·.:-tut!-Jori;.:::"~i t:.ion FI(-_:;ii-n~ry l'11\j(l.e in T.he 
dc:c(::;·3er .. 

decoder l~ay !:il~2n ~(31.~ys of ~everal mj_~utes or :~ore 
before a re-·authorizing cOlle is received. 
Operat.ionaly, this would seriously reduce the 
perceived value of DBS service. 

9. SC1"";::,r"lbling techniques tl1at J:""sl,love or suppress 
110rizolltal and vertical sync pu]_ses will ~ictate 
tlie use of eit.her flc:scrambling devices or very 
SOf)histicated signal processing techniques to 
naniI,)ulatG the ~;crd;;lbled si<}nals in, for example, 
tiYTJe base C'orrt:-cLOl-S or fr?-.i<1C ~:::;tore~3. This \\'ould 
be a ~i.gllifica!lt nperQtiol1al 1)ur\1en in ~fficient 
production of cOllt_i_r:\Jous pro<Jrarrllning, for exa.mple, 
local program or VBI i!ls<~rLl()n. FurtllCr1ll0re, each 
descram~Jl(?-rcscrdl'lble sc:quence de{Jr,~des the 
sil]nal. 

10. A video signal ",ithout normal NTSC synchronization 
cannot be recorded for future playback through a 
;:;ubscriber IS descrambler, even though it 18 an 
authorized program. ,',lith the increasing 8pread of 
'home VCRs, pro(~ram limitation could have serious 
consequences on the sale of simultaneous channels 
to a subscriber. A subscriber Wl10 has the basic 
VCR but who cannot record and view at the same 
time will be inclined to select and pay for one 
c11annel at a time, like the subscriber who only 
has a basic TV receiver and no VCR. The loss of 
potential sales to the sophisticated user could be 
si<jnificant. 

11. T11e introduction of High Definition TV or en;1anced 
TV (which is a high-quality coherently demodulated 
NTSC signal) will stretch the scrambler's fidelity 
- especially for complex methods. 

12. The predicted levels of interference in TVROs from 
other satellites, either co- or adjacent-channel, 
will be so low as to have no effect on capturing 
digital bit-streams. 

The final task of the study is to transform the 
conclusions into recommendations. This is done in the 
next and final chapter. 
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7. 

TlH?': t',-lelve conclusions of Chapter 6 11i1Ve been 
trajl;;rOrTTH~d i n-to nine rccOF!r:ll~ncldtions. If implei;lented, 
tl1C'GC:' r(::'colllnH.::.t~c1alions \\'01111.1 PASt:: the i~c~chnica 1 ;:::ind 
CJPI_~l'-.ii:..ional d:i fficlJlties l.i1<:t-';ly Lo occur I,r/ith the 
i,-! t_ri.')!] llction of a Direct-.3ro;:'l.dca '3 t..·-S(-1 tel Ii t8 S(:!rv iCf~;O 

Reco~~endation #1 

From concl"usioll #1, it is r'~cO'''I"ended tl1at Iniority 
considerat.ion be givPI1 to sc.c2.iilbling Syt::tL;;lS w11cse 
control systems are time or frequency fllll],tiplexed 
j.n-band with the associated video and SOUfld signals. 
'i:"1hile the utiliz,-"i,tion of a ~;eparate cl1annel for control 
of scranll1ing is 110t ruled (Jut tecl1nically, SlJcl1 a 
configura.t.ion irnpos(~s the penalLy of a sepa:cat.e receiver 
on subscribers, \-/ith the att(;l1cJant risks due to 
malfunction a!ld unrel.iability in ~ddition to extra 
cost. 

Digital technology should be given [n-eference in 
developi!1g tile program '4110 tier cont.rol and scrarnbl ing 
con"trol systerns for scr·3.1'lbled Di3S pro<jrali1ming. 

Recorilmendation #3 

From conclusions #3, 4, 5, 6, and 8, it is reCOlT!llle!lded 
that comprehensive field trials of an actual scrcilnbling 
system or a number of systems be carried out. Such 
trials \oIould include, Qut not be restricted to, 
measurements on the back-to-back perforrnance of the 
system at least to the IF portion of the uplink and the 
receiver and must i_J1Clude the appropriate rnodulation 
techniques and tlle actual deFlodula.tor to be L1sed in a 
TVRO. 

neZlsureT;1pnts would be conducted with certain parameters 
varied. Typical of these would be carrier-to-noise 
variations typical of fading, c~lerent interfereJ1Ce, and 
si!TIulation of aging, drift and temperature cycling in 
10\01 cos t TYROs. 

Observations and measurements would be made on the loss 
of synchronization leading to a no-decode default mode, 
time to synchronize and re-synchronize after an 
inadvertant loss of signal and synchronization, time to 
synchronize following channel switclling and time to 
acquire or re-acquire address information, tier 
information and descrambling information, each of them 

treated separately. 
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l,'\-;-l(~n SC1"".iC of rnf:~nSlJrer,lent: dClta referred to i.n 
Rec'oul:led,"1t:ion #3 have r-)een ljatherc'd, a si~ur1y ~311ould be 
\'n(1(~cta}~en to build up a CC~nlrll.lter sinlliation of the 
tr.-jf1!.'"n.i ssinn c11anncl inclucli.n9 Lhe 11ard\\'are at boi=-h 
(o,li(]S, {lnd the traEfi.c t11flt is to lJe passed throu!jh it. 

':;:'11i8 channel would be cl1dract.erized from the 
:n:~;_1~':;IJl~o;·n(~nts m;:\c1Q. The :lPXt t,-_l~:~k in th(~ stllrlY '..>Jollld be 
,3n tnvcstigi:tt ion of opt.i:'vl1 cJata l)i)cst_s vihen fTi.lllipl':,xcd 
\'lith a~12lr)que ViC1c:-O. Tl1j s s2L..ut"ly \)ot11i.l. eXdminc tile 
t:cade-offs that must: be nV'Jcle in a r(-:~dlistic DBS syst.em 
if ~;crallibling technolo9Y acceptable to unsophisticated 
subscrilJers is to be used. In the work described under 
Task 2 which was the iilves1:igation of optimal data 
burst, it is ;::,cs~~ur:H.:;d t.l1at this inV8:3t . .ir]ation \·/ould be 
bd.sed on u.s{~ of furt:hc~r computer simulation to study a 
translT'tission of a Ilw;-!ber of candidate multiplC!x 
configurations through the c11unnel \!,Ihich had been 
previously cl1aracter ized and simulated. 

Recommen~ation #5 

Given the problem of effici,~ntly Qno ~ff(~ctiv(~ly 
2dr1c(=-~-;si!1<} subscr-iljl:!r's rlLJ!n'.)ering in tllC 100, 000 1 5, it is 
recoPlmenoeo that the final choice of a scrrl.!nbling system 
favour a system \, .. i th minimum complexity at the receiving 
crlo. A cOlnplex microcircuit chip is acceptable provided 
tllat it is reliilble and tllat it is embedded in an 
otherwise simple circuit. It is assumed that all the 
information required to descramble the sigllal will be 
transmitted, even the key. 

Reco~mendation #6 

Any decryption keys llsed in a descrambler must be 
protected appropriately, probably by coding. However, 
the use of public key crypto systems is not suggested 
because of tbeir possible vulnerability to decryption. 

If it is assumed that a universal DES scrambling for a 
national scrambling system will eventually be used in 
Canada, it is recommeded that consideration be given to 
studying tl1e vulnerability of scrambling systems to 
"attack". The purpose here is not to decide which 
system or systems can be defeated; in time, all of them 
can likely be defeated. Hhat is more relevant is to 



La sa1.}(J(~ t.he cOl]plexity una sophist:.ic..--ition of the 
an~lysis facility needed to successfully defeat the 
a~Jress, tier alld scrambling s\Jbsys~ems. AllY system 
J:-cquiring ~,ophisticat,~d te("~1:nolo9Y plus inf]enui ty and 
(1E;d iC<l ti()n t_o brf~nk it should be c1eel!led robust enoucJh t.o 
l::)(~ CD!dLl'~rcial1y viabl~ ~ 

?1~COT!':T .. (?n(lctt.ion ;:8 

In t.Le licJht. c.Jf cc)nclusions 9 <.-=tnd 10, v,·hich deal ".'lith 
tl1e ~Jded difficulty of hil11dling sj,gnals witl10ut 110rmal 
horizontal synchronization, it is recommended that 
horizontal and vertical SYflcl1rOJlization pulses not be 
reml,)ved or altered. In other \·:or{3.s, the basic 
j.nformatioll lleC(3ed to generatc3 a rdster ljisplay on a 
subscriber television receive:r ;-";;lould. al-,,·,lt.lys be present. 

Recommennation #9 

It is rt;::colfunenned that the federal govern!lent consider 
establislling standiJ.rc1s for sct-a;nbling, tllat is for 
,3,dclcessing and tiering and :Eor the scrambling it_self. 
Certain l)~sic standards, were they to be estal)li~hed, 
\';ould control r;haracteristics of TVROs as far as 
1)311d-pass cllaracteristics dnd signal-ta-noise ratios 
"vJe 1-e concerned. The Department of Communications might 
consider whether or not. meeting a standard would be a 
prerequisite to DOC acceptance of a particular 
scrambling technique for DBS. Such a procedure vlould be 
consistellt with current DOC practice in connection with 
tl1e technical eval.uation and approval of cable systems. 
Establishing standards to be ,,,et by licencees operating 
scrambled systems in a dirAct broadcast system might be 
a preferred alternative to establishing a standard 
\Jniform scrambling system \>111ich ,,,ould eventually be 
imposed on all users. Although the latter cannot be 
ruled out in the long term, the pursuit of it would 
entail protract negotiations amollg parties having a 
vital interest in its outcome~ 
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"l\nFllog encryption II re fers to scl10mes for the scrambling 
of analog si'Jnals in such a '\~'Qy tlln.t the scrambled 
8i311al is in an Q]lalog form witll t]lC same l)anawidth as 
tll(~ unscr'_·Hnbll":;d signali is unintelligible to an 
ci3.vesdrOI)per or unuuthorized receiveri clod such that tlle 
inverse dcscralnbling operation may not be aerived easily 
from the scra17lbled signal. Tl12se are properties tl1at 
,"'l'ce <11 so <1~~.;ociated \·,1ith 1>101'0 C01T'.r~iOnplac(~. digit.al 
r;hnract.!~r or bit stream encrYIrtion, but the efficacy of 
(1.l1.:.-tJ.og encryption is severly liini.ts-d by inescapClble 
re].atiollships between intelligibility 211d fidelity 
introduced by the filtering/reconstruction of the 
sc:rambled signal so that it has t_he ~.:;ame band\vidth as 
tl1e clear signal. 

The efff?ct 111ay be understood by considering tinle element 
scrambling (TES). With reference to Figure Al, the 
analog signal to be scrambled is sampled at, or above, 
its Hyqui st rate, and t.he s.~mpl es quanti zed in an 
analog-lo-digital converter. rrhe dii3ital s::unples arc 
stored (sesuelltially) i.n a 11\]ffer. While CUrreJlt 
samples are being stored in the buffer, s,-j;nples 
previously stored are reRd out in ralldolTI order, and 
converted to analog values in t.hc digi ta.l-to-an;:'llog 
converter. The filtered output of the D/A converter i.s 
constructed by the snperposition of intl?rpoJation 
functions, ~i3.ch of Itlhich has the amplitude of it_s 
corresponding digital value. Unless each interpolation 
function has zeros located at t11e times at which other 
samples occur, t11ere will be intersymbol interference 
between samples of the scral~hled \vaveform. If this is 
the case, the original amplitude values cannot be 
recovered at the receiver and the reconstructed 
(unscrffinbled) waveform will be distorted; that is, it 
will be corrupted by time-scrambled intersymbol 
interference. To avoid this distortion, either very 
wideband analog transmission must be used to preserve 
t11e output of a zero-order hold D/A; a 'Nyquist' 
reconstruction filter, whose impulse response has 
periodically spaced zeros, must be used; or the time 
elements mllst be many samples long (i.e., the analog 
waveform be l1igl11y over sdlnpled)i or segJnents of tl1e 
waveforms may be shuffled. 

TES has the effect of converting a waveform with a given 
spectrum into "white" noise with the same bandwidth; 
because, theoretically a sample of any amplitude can 
follow any other vlithout correlation between successive 
samples. This has the effect of widening the bandwidth 
requirements of any channel, since it must be flat over 
the entire signal bandwidth to avoid distortion because 
all parts of the spectrum of the scrambled signal are 
equally important. 
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APPENDIX B 

Threshold Effects in Scrambled TV 

Tr-le television f-.:;igna.l sys tern \·,,;e use in North America was 
d('!si<j!1cd in i:J1e 30' sand 40 < s; with the NTSC colour 
f;t.un(~L:i.J:-o r3.clopted in 1953. The sj_gna.l V/nS desir::Jl1ed to be 
received wi'Lh tl1e electronic ci.rcuits of the timei ;:;,.nd 
cOllsequently a large portion of the tilne alld energy in 
t.he 1)3sr:::band video signal \V,J.S allocated to 
~YIlcllronization. Televi.sion receivers, especiaJ.ly 
l;l(~dern ones, with very sO~listicated gated AGe 
;:i;~lplificrs, sync separators, und coherent 
p11Bse- sens i ti ve detect.ors (ph21sc.-loc}(cu lrJOps) can 
extract synchronization reliably at low signal-to-noise 
ratios. It is a common experience to be able to 
synchronize tl1e raster v,Ihen the pictnre is tot.ally 
])ol1-reco(]nizable . snovl'. It is clear t.hat rdster 
synchronization is i:11e IllOSt robust portion of the 
convcntioll~l video signal. 

Sync-denial sCl:ambling techniques rely on the fact that 
much of the sync en<,:,rgy in the video signal can be 
remove l.1. Television r,~ceivers designed to expect normal 
levels will not synchronize, but phase-locked loop 
synchrollizers can; and many moaern receivers will lock 
on suppr~ssed-sync signals without being modified. 

The picture quality in standard video normally degrades 
gracefully as the signal level drops, or as 
interference, echoes and noise increase. Synchroniz
ation is relatively immune to both linear and non-linear 
distortion of the vioeo signal; effects \vhich are very 
hard on picture quality and colour fidelity. In fact, 
modern TV receivers have such an array of circuits that 
automatically compensate for distortions, that good 
quality pictures can be displayed even though the 
received signal is of low quality. Many broadcasts 
include test and reference signals in the VBI for the 
automatic circuits to "work on ll

• Significant advances 
are being to de-ghost signals with multipath 
interference, using automatic equalizer techni'lues, as 
a result of the requirement for echo-free channels for 
reliable data transmission (teletext) in TV broadcasts. 

It is a 'vell-kno\m fact (observable by dropping into any 
neighbour's home) that most consumers watch badly 
mis-adjusted television receivers, particulary in terms 
of colour saturation and hue (as well as contrast and 
brightness) - in spite of the automatic tuning circuits 
in modern sets. It is also true t11at consumers will 
watch badly impaired channels if nothing else is 
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available or if i:he sul)ject matter is of sufficient 
iniJ;rest4 

It is, Lhe:ccfor(~, a fact of life in normal tJ~lcvision 
\lc::iwing that the viev.:'er is selrlom prc:~;cnted with a 
piC"t1ll-e that \,,,i11 not ~':;1':1ch:ronize (if it is 
int{?lligible); and is, in fact, often able to view 
severely dj.stortert , impaired and !loisy pictures because 
his receivr;r will syncl}]~oni ze. 

The situiition \\Iit.h ~.:;cl.i3!:lbled television is radically 
di£ft~rent. r"1ost scra,;lbling syst.ems of any complexity 
will not degrade gracefully - t11ey will either work 
reasonably I or not at all. 'rhi s thresl101d effect wi 11 
coml~ L1bout because in Elost scrnmbling systens the 
fraction of translnitten ener{jY devoted to 
SYllCl1I'Onizat_.1.on has be(~n substantially reduc(~d (either 
by gated sync suppression or by trallsferr~nce of the 
synchroniz;;=tt .. ion mechanism to data streams imbedded in, 
or d(5ded to , tl1e vj.dea) an{l successful descralnbling 
requires successful extraction of basic raster 
sync]lronization. 

Sync extraction [rom stan~ard 11orizontal sync pulses 1S 
very different from tl18 establisl1ment of sync from 
detection of a specific bit pattern in embedrted data. 
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It is difficult to make analytical statements about the 
performance of scral'llbJ en television 0,3-telli te systems in 
general, and stnt~meI1ts made abol11: p<jrticular syster,IS 
:llost likely l1ave no gellerality_ If a pActicular system 
were postlliated and allalyzed Inercly to provide some 
concr(~te resul tS, the gc:neraJ i ty of tllose results \vould 
be rlOlll)tflll; and t11eir valirliLy, in view of the lack of 
good ch':~lnnel and noise J;-Iodcls, highly qncstion03.ble. 

Thus, to understand how a scrar.1bling system '>vill behave, 
it is necessary to test it under real conditions. Even 
so, some observations on the subject can be made. 

_An analyt_ical af3~.3C3~3J(1ent of tJle performance of the 
synchronization COlnpol1f:.?nts of scral":'lbled television 
channels, Qnd subsequent effects on tl1e overall 
performance of the subscriber link is highly dependent 
on the particular system being llsled, especially on t-l,e 
characteristics of the modulator, demodulator and 
channel. 

Two factors contribute to the difficulty of making 
general sta ternents about sync per forn1ance. The fir st 
factor is t_llat little is known abou-t the details of any 
particular system, due to the very nature of scrambling 
systems and the secrecy sUrrOIJflding them. 
The second factor is that there are few basic analytical 
results that relate to regular television sync 
performance in the presence of noise, interference, or 
distortion. 

Optimal signal processing receivers tl1at are used in 
modems and other lllodern data receivers, and which have 
been allalysed extensively, are not used in TV receivers 
because the television channel is usually so good. For 
example, the horizontal sync detection circuit may be a 
narrov/band phased locked loop or a wideband, 
edge-sensitive, trigger circuit; in most video signal 
circuits it is the latter. In a phase locked loop, 
variance of the phase jitter of a carrier in noise is 
inversely proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio in 
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',he loop bilndlvidth; but it is oifficult to obtain 
results about the jit:-t-E~r on t~he horizontal sync pulse 
,ierived by a non-line~r sync separator circuit. To 
'~XiCCClpO] ate the results to the j i icter on a ')ilted 
~-:;uppres3ed-sync scra"lhler is difficult and tJ1C 
gc;nerality or usefulness of c.hc rf~sults (evi':=l1 if 
obtainalJle analytically) is questi_ollable. 

RcfGrencQ C,Jn bQ lil2ce to tl,~IO classGs of rC-:'lllr,lunication 
~:3ysterns to give SC)flle indication of tIle proble1tlS t11ut 
could befall synchronization cO~npO!leJlts i_D a scra~b]_ed 

TV delivery system. 

~)e first class includes conventiollal television and 
practical aata commllnic~tions systems. In both l a 
considerable fraction of tlle traIlsmitted balldwidth and 
lor energy is devoted to sync11rOl1ization. Most data 
cOlnmunication systems use special line codes and data 
shuffling tec11niques to insure that energy at the bit 
rate is available at the receiver. Others, such as 
FFSK, allow bit timing to be derived from the received 
w~veform. The el1ergy, alld transmission tilne, devoted 
to sync in standard television signals 11a5 already been 
8Hlphasized. 

One S110uld not.e tl1at a SYSt.8El designed to operate in an 
ideal enviromnent is usually very susceptible to 
unexpected noise arId distortion, both in classical 
systems as described by Taylor and HHykin; and those of 
the second class, discussed later. 

The properties of the cl1annel over which scrambled 
television signals are to be delivered that are ')oing 
to affect the synchroniztion are not likely to be 
revealed by standard television measurements. They are 
liable to be transient effects: data dependent 
intersymbol interference, echoes, picture level 
fluctuations, demodulator response, impulse noise, 
cycle slips in timing extractors, and so on. 

Falconer and Gitlin have demonstrated in their paper 
(Ref.1SI the difficulty of analysing the performance of 
a data comClunications system under specified 
distortions that can cause synchronization problems. 
Their work also indicates the complexity of the 
receivers required for the reliable extraction of bit 
sync; some abrupt shifts in their time bases of 
one-half a bit period required 15,000 bits to recover 
from. 
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Two facts elnerge fro!TI a cO!lsidcration of this class of 
syst_E'fns: 

a) synchronization reqllires significant 
e!lergy or ballrtwidth; and 

b) tl1e extraction of sync!lroniz<'tt.ion i!1formCltion 
can require complex processing unless the 
channel is virtllally error and distrotion 
free. 

The second class of system t.o be considered lS 

teletext, or broadc~st TelirloJl. This system provi(~es 
an interesting example of t_he performance results tlv':lt 
mi<)ht be expected '''hen daL3. is transmitted as part of 
tl1e video signal at 11igh rates tl1rough television 
systeQs. cO!lsideration of tIle results obtained in the 
recent trials of this class of system indicates clearly 
that: 

a) performance of the system as judged by one set 
of criteria, namely the acceptability of 
received television images and tl1e standard 
measurelnents devised to relate to this 
requirement, does not necessarily ensure 
arlequate performance of different signa]_s uSlng 
the same sys-tem; 

b) errors are being caused by transient effects, 
channel cl1aracteristics, and other sources of 
disturbance that are not clearly understood; 
and 

c) the design of the teletext modems has not been 
well matched to the channel. 

The implications for delivery of scrambled TV signals 
in which most of the normal sync information could be 
replaced by inserted data packets, and which will carry 
control information in inserted data packets, is fairly 
obvious. It will not perform well, or as expected, 
unless and until the complete delivery system is well 
understood. 

For reliable DBS system design, original work is still 
required: 

a) to undertake analytical or simulation studies 
of the performance of complete scrambling 
schemes (or even data schemes) under specified 
noise, interference, and distortion conditions 
for specified receivers; and 

b) to test various scramblers under conditions of 
controlled impairment. 
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GiVe!l tllat sc)~ambling dnd its associated in-bG!1d d3ta 
signalling will operate satisfactorally under normal TV 
situations (40 db or more of si.gnal-to-noise--ratio), 
this \~ork would determine the effects of 

rt) the use of r~ceiv(:~l:-S that one Plight normally 
expect to firld i_n operaLion in reQote 
subscriber location (TVRO, deseramblers and 
television sets); 

b) frin(je area reception; and 

c) subscriber reaction to operational control; 
view on demand; billing; synchronization 
delays; and degradation of the scrambled 
system. 

In o·ther \'lords, some basic \vork is required to 
determine the overall performance of scrambling systems 
under realistic conditiollS. 
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IntrQouc ti on 

Under Section Sed) of the Radio Act, the DGP~rtment intends to 

introduce r:1.i!1~_ruum techn:Lcal requirerr,!.:nt.s for" sCI'2!'"':.bled TV syst€;DjS for' use by 

broadea" ting transmit tins; undertakings for which a Technical Con" b'uction and 

Operating C6l'tificate (TC & OC) is required. This TRC is intended to inform 

tranufe.c tllrers and broadcas tel's, as Hell as the gonel'al public, of the technical 

requirements and procedures required for the certification of scrambled TV 

systems. The purpose is to ensure that the transmIssion and reception of the 

scrambled TV signal is compatible 1,ith the M/NTSC system speoifica.tions and to 

pl'6vent interference to the radio environment. Additional technical 

requiroments for the descrambler devices are contained in TRC No. 60: 

nTechnical Requirements for Radio Apparatus Capable of Receiving TeleviSion 

Broadcasting" . 

Technical Requirements 

Systems oapable of transmitting scrambled television signals shall 

conform to the following technical requirements: 

Coding Methods - The method of encoding and decoding is not 

standardized. Ho· .... ever, the encoding and decoding process shall not 

perceptibly degrade the quality of the signal provided at the output 

of the decoding device and must be compatible with the H/NTSC system 
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specifications cs defined in the Dl';pr:':r't.1Dent's Broadcast Specific2.tion 

No. 12, Issue 2 on "Basic Television Tran~ID1s3ion Standards". 

R"dj",te~~2ec tra..l:- Ener£l - The use of the scrambler shall not increase 

the copectral c;neq;y of the transmit ted signal beyond the limits 

established in the Department's Radio Standards Specificstons 151, 154 

and 157. 

TV Channel Frt:su.enci..:!~ - The use of the TV transmIssion, when 

opel'a ting in either the scrambled or non scrambled mode, shall not 

alter the frequency of eith'er the visual or aural carriers as defined 

in the the H/NTSC system s?ecifications. 

Technical Acceptance Procedure 

Applicants proposing the use of scrambled transmissions for TV 

broadcasting stations for use in Canada shall, in conjunction with manufacturers 

or suppliers of such systems, satisfy the Department at their own expense that 

the apparatus actually meets the requirements contained in this TRC, as a 

condition of the issue of a TC & ~C. The Department reserves the right to 

request additional information, or a production model of the apparatus, to, 

perform measurements in its own laboratory. All information furnished in 

support of a submission will be retained by the Department and will be treated 

as company confidential. 
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Fotj,.-:t ths t1-,nd:l. D8 the f;~.ct that a pnrt.:Lcu lar apparatus meets these 

r€Quir'e",,,",t3, the DcpartLOsnt re.,>"rVGS the right to require that adjustTI!Emts be 

made to that appar'cl.tu3 i-~-lenever it causes interference within the ID(:;!aning of the 

Redio Act. 

~vDlicE'.tions for the use of scrambled TV bl'oadc;;sting systems mOlY be 

sent to tho Director, Broadoasting Regulation Branch, Telecou~ullication 

Regulatory Service, Department of CQ,,:~unicat.ions, 300 Slater street, Ottm·;a, 

Ontario KlA oc8. 

Conlen ts on these technical requirements would be welcomed by the 

Department. 

Telecommunication Regulatory 
Service 
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RECSIVING BRO,i\JCASTTNG ----------- ~-----.----

Introduction 

Und~r Sections 6(1)(b)(ii) and 7(1)(h) of the Radio Act, the 
De?art~ent of Com~tlnications intends to introduce regul~tions concerning 
~~8 sale of a certai~ class of c3dio appat'3tus capable of receivillg 
television broadcasting. This class of radio apparatus which is currently 
~ot regulated under the General Radio Regulations includes descramblers 
(decoders), closed c?:lptioning adapters and othe::o s.imilar 2pparatus 'i'ihich 
are c2pable of receiving television broadcasting and which feed, by 
cOndtlction, a modulated radio frequency carrier to the antenna termi~als of 
a tel-3vision t~eceive['. This Tele(!O~3I~lUnications RegUlation Circular (THe) 
is Ll tended to i llf,:>r:n ma;1U fae tu:;,'2f'S, dis tr i bu tor's! re tail ers, as '.-lel1 3.3 

the general public of the tec~ni8al req~ire~ents and technical acceptance 
procedure which the Department i~tends to introduce for this class of ~3dio 
appar2.tus. 

Radio 3ppar3tJS af ~he c~a2s d8s;~rijed i~ this 7RC s11a!l ~o:1~~r~ to 
t~e f~il~wing techni~ql ~~qui~2~e~~s: 

Gain Characteristics 

(A) For apparatus ha'/ing 2uto:TI2.'t:ic gai:1 control circuitry, the 
output signal level shall be not less than 1 rnilltvolt (0 
dBmV) and not ~ore than 5 millivolts (14 dEmV) whan m~asured 
across an impedance of 75 oh~s, or 

(B) For apparatus not having autom~tic gain control circuitry, the 
conversion gain shall be not less than 0 dB nor more than 7 
dB. 

The frequency stability obtained with any line voltage in the 
range from 104 to 127 volts and measured, after twelve hours of 
warm-up operation, over a period of three hours shall be such that 
the visual carrier frequency of signals of an output channel shall, 

(A) if the apparatus is equipped with a fine tuning control, be 
maintained within 450 kHz of the nominal carrier frequency for 
the output channel, or 
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(3) if the apparatus is not equip?ed with a fine tuning control, 
be mai~tained within 250 %l~z of the nominal carrier frequency 
for the out~ut channel. 

The field strength of 2ny emission emanating from the 
apparatus, when maas~red at a distance of 3 metres shall not 
exceed: 

(A) 'fO j;,V/!!l in the frequency r3.;J~e 200'1(3 5 ;'j:i'z 2.::1d belmo[ 30 t1Hz, 

(8) 100 wV/m in the frequency ~ange from 30 MHz and ~elow 83 ~Hz, 

(C) 150 UV hu in the frequ8:lcy range from 88 HHz end belm.J' 216 HHz, 

(D) 200 w V /;n in the frequency r?nge from 216 11Hz a!1d be low 1000 
t1Hz. 

The !ev~l of any looal 03cil!ator sig~al 3nd 3~y s~g~al of ~n 
u~desi~9d or 3~~~~011S ~a~'l~~ S3~~~~~~d ~~~~t~ t~9 ap?~~3~;~3 3~d 
ar~~~i~g at the V~F i~Dut ta~~i1a13, ~~as;lred across 75 O~~S, 

(.1\) in t~1e f'~2c~'Je;:cy {'3.!16'2 a.~C'.'e ') >1:12 a:1d ':Ie~0w 30 i,1:-iz, s~all :lot 
exceed -50 dBmV, 

(B) in the fre quency range f~Oill 30 :1:1Z to be :!.O\{ 54 >~!-Iz I .s11all :lot 
exceed - 35 dBmV, 

(C) in the frequency r3nge from 54 HHz to 300 MHz, shall not 
exceed -26 dBmV, and 

(D) in the frequency range above 300 HHz and below 1000 MHz, shall 
not exceed -10 dBmV. 

Technical ACQeptant?~ _!:~C2.~edur:~ 

Those seeking to establish the technical ~cceptability of r3dio 
apparatus of the class described in this TRe, shall ensure that the 
apparatus or a production sample or other representative unit of that type 
of apparatils is tested in accordance with accepted engineering practices to 
determine *hether or not it conforms to the applicable technical 
requirements described herein. 

For apparatus which are established to be technically ~cceptable 
for use in Canada, man~factu~ers or ~mpQrte~s should ~~sure that each unit 
of a type offered for sale by him bears, in a ~ocation convenient for 



ins,y?ctiO!1, a pcr'::~2XJent 12'oe1 or J1ar1,(i::1g cont.2.i!1ing, in both offtcial 
l;'ln,~l.Ja,~es J t:12 sL? te:nent, !1DOC iRC 60 11 ?n.d 1I?·1DC CRT 60". 

CO:~.:...'"le!1ts on these proposed requir'sments 'n1ould be ~"elcor.:.ed by the 
:)c;).3.rt:m::nt. 

/;i~0! 
{'/ / I ~:: .. // J j?'HH del :I: RCAJ)Q 
~ ~rector General 

TelecCL:.i:lunica tion n.Eg'Jl a tory 
Service 


